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SOOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
The present study i s intended to bring a t one p lace , 
in the form of annotations most of the s ign i f i can t material 
tha t i s ava i lab le on Ftomanticism in English poet ry . Although 
this bibliography i s s e l ec t i ve in nature / an attempt has been 
made to cover a l l the aspects of Romanticism in English poetry . 
The study includes 220 selected annotated bibliography 
of a r t i c l e s on the subject collected from Maulana Azad Library, 
Aligarh Muslim Universi ty, Aligarh : Library of Department of 
English, Aligarh Muslim Universi ty , Aligarh. 
Standard Followed; 
The Indian standards recommended for b ib l iographica l 
references (15:2381-1963) and c l a s s i f i ed catalogue code (CCC) 
of Dr. S.R. Ranganathan have been followed. In some cases 
where ISI dod not give any guidance, I have taken appropriate 
dec is ion . 
Subject Headings: 
Attempt has been made to give co-extensive subject 
headings as much as poss ib l e . An humble e f for t has been made 
(iv) 
to follow 'postulates and principles ' as suggested by Dr. S.R. 
mnganathan in the forroulation of subject headings. If more 
than one entry comes under the same subject heading, these are 
arranged s t r i c t l y by the principle of Alphabetical sequence. 
Arranqemaitt 
The entries are arranged under subject headings which 
are arranged alphabetically, following l e t t e r by l e t t e r method. 
The entry element of the author is in capi ta ls , followed by 
the secondary elem^it in parenthesis using capital and small 
l e t t e r s and then the t i t l e of the a r t i c l e s , sub- t i t l e (if any) 
then name of the periodical being underlined followed by the 
volume number, issue number, the year, month and date giving by 
using inclusive notation of the pages of the a r t i c l e s . The 
each entry is than followed by an informative abstracts of 
the a r t i c l e s . 
Sitr ies of periodical a r t i c les are arranged is as 
follows t 
(a) Serial Number 
(b) Name of the Author / Authors 
(c) A Full stop (.) 
(d) Ti t le of the contribution including subt i t le and 
al ternative t i t l e s , i f any 
( V ) 
(e) A Fu l l Stop ( . ) 
( f ) T i t l e of p e r i o d i c a l be ing under l ined 
(g) A Ful l Stop ( . ) 
(h) Volume Number 
( i ) Cbmma ( , ) 
( j ) I s s u e Number 
(k) Semi Oolon ( ; ) 
(1) Year 
(m) Comma ( / ) 
(n) Month 
(o) Da t e 
(p) Semi Oolon ( ; ) 
(q) I n c l u s i v e pages of the a r t i c l e s 
( r ) A Ful l Stop ( . ) 
Specimen e n t r y : 
STEVENSON (John W). Seeing i s b e l i e v i n g : Wordsworth's 
modem v i s i o n . V i r g i n i a Q u a r t e r l y Review. 5 3 , 1; 1977; 
68-97 . 
A b s t r a c t : 
Each e n t r y i s followed by an a b s t r a c t of t h e a r t i c l e . 
Abs t r ac t g i v ^ i a r e i n fo rma t ive in s ense not in l e n g t h . 
(vi) 
Index t 
The index p a r t contains an author index and a t i t l e 
index. Bach index guides to the spec i f ic entry or en t r ies 
in the bibliography by the help of entry number(s). 
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aOMANTICISM IN ENGLISH POETRY 
INTRODUCTION : 
The word "Romantic" has been used on 
often and for so many purposes that it is impossible 
to confine it to any single meaning, still less to 
attempt a new definition of it. Let it suffice that 
it is applied to a phase of English Poetry which 
began in 1789 with Blake's Songs of Innocence and 
ended with the deaths of Keats and Shelley. This at 
least fixes a historisal period and there is no 
great quarrel about calling it the "Romantic age". 
The creative imagination is closely connected with a 
peculiar insight into an unseen order behind visible 
things. 
The history of 'Romantic' poetry in England 
falls into two sections. In one, a bold original 
outlook is developed and paradised; in the other, 
it is criticised or exaggerated or limited or, in 
the last resort, abondoned. On the one hand, there 
is a straight line of development; on the other 
hand there are variations and divagations and 
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secessions. But both sections belong to a 
single movement which rises from a prevailing 
mood of longing for something more complete and 
more satisfying than the familiar world. Such a 
mood, of course, is not in the least new or uncommon, 
but in the "Romantic* period and afterwards it 
dominated many creative minds and had an enormous 
influence on Poetry, 
The imagination was part of the contemporary 
belief in the individual self. The poets were 
conscious of a wonderful capacity :to create imaginary 
worlds, and they could not believe thatthis was 
idle or false on the contrary, they thought that curb 
it was to deny something vitally necessary to their 
whole being. They thought that it was just this 
which made them poets, and that in their exercise 
of it they could do far better than other poets who 
sacrificed it to caution and common sense. They 
saw that the power of poetry is strongest when the 
creative impulse works untrammelled and they know 
that in their own case this happened whom they 
shaped fleeting visions into concrete forms and 
pursued with thoughts until they captured and 
mastered them. In the Renaissance poets suddenly 
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found the huge possibilities of the human self 
and expressed them in a bold and far flung art, 
which is certainly mucl^  more than an limitation 
of life, so the Romantics, brought to a fuller 
consciousness of their own powers, felt a similar 
need to exert these powers in fashioning new worlds 
of the mind. 
The Romantic emphasis on the imagination was 
strengthened by considerations which are both 
religious and metaphysical. For a century English 
philosophy had been dominated by the theories of 
Locke, He assumed that in perception the mind is 
wholly passive, a mere recorder of impressions from 
without "a lazy lookeron o^ an external world". 
This world of imagination is tbe world of 
eternity; it is the divine bosom into which we shall 
all go after the death of the vegetated body. This 
T^ orld of generation, or vegetation is finite and 
temperal. There exist in that eternal world the 
permanent realities of every thing which we see 
reflected in this vegetable glass of nature. All 
things are comprehanded in their eternal forms in 
the divine body of the saviour, the true vine of 
eternity, the human imagination. 
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It was to some degree held by wordsworth, 
Shellay and Keats. Such was confident not only 
that the imagination was his most previous 
perssion but that it was somehow concerned with 
a supernatural order. Never before had quite such 
a claim been made and from it Romantic Poetry 
derives much that is most magical in it. The danger 
of so hold an assumption is that the poet may be 
so absorded in his own private universe and in 
the exploration of its remoter corners that he may 
be unable to convey his essential experience to 
other men and fail to convert them to his special 
creed. The Romantics certainly created worlds of 
their own, but they succeeded in persuading others 
that succeeded in persuading others that these 
were not absurd or merely fanciful. 
I know that imagination is most attracted 
by what is most in moral, most animal but I also 
know how like a dream all imagination is how it 
loves night, meaningl^ssness and solitude. This 
was not what the English romantics thought. They 
believed that the imagination stands in some 
essential relation to truth and reality and they 
were at pains to make their poetry pay attention 
to them. 
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The romantics face this issue squarely 
and boldly so far from thinking that the imagination 
deals with the non-existentiythey insist that it 
reveals an important kind of truth. They believe 
that when it is at work it sees things to which 
the ordinary intelligence is blind and that it is 
intimately connected with a special insight or 
perception or intuition. Most of us, when we use 
our imaginations, one in the first place stirred 
by some alluring puzzle which calls for a solution 
and in the second place enabled by our own creations 
in the mind to see much that was before dark or-
unintelligible. As our fancies take coherant shape, 
we see more clearly what has puzzled and perplexed 
us. This is what the romantics do, They combine 
imagination and truth because their creations are 
inspired and controlled by a peculiar insight. 
It was the union of deep fealing with 
profound thought, the fine balance of truth in 
observing, with the imaginative faculty in modifying 
the objects observed; and above all the original 
gift of spreading the tone, the atmosphere and with 
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it the depth and height of the ideal world around 
forms, incidents and situations of which, for the 
common view custom had bedimmed all the lustre 
had dried up the sparkle and the dew drops. 
The invisible powers which sustain the 
Universe work through hnd in the visible world. Only 
by what we see and hear and touch can we be brought 
into rrlation with them. Every poet has to work 
with the world of the sense, but for the romantics 
it was the instrument which set their visionary 
powers in action, and general truths was a freedom to 
use their senses and to look on nature without 
conventional prepossessions. More than this, they 
were all gifted with a high degree of physical 
sensibility and sometimes so enthralled by what 
they saw that it entirely dominated their being. 
This is obviously true of Wordsworth and of Keats, 
who brought back to poetry a keeness of eye and of 
ear which it had hardly known since Shakeshpeare, 
Shalley lived among soaring ideas and imparpable 
abstractions, he was fully at home in the visible 
world, if only because it was a mirror of eternity 
and worth of attention for that reason. There are 
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perhaps poets who live entirely in dreams and 
hardly notice the familiar scene but the romantics 
are not of their ntimber. Indeed, their strength 
comes largely from the way in which they throw 
a new and magic light on the common face of 
nature and lurr us to look for some explanation 
for the irresistible attraction which it exerts. 
In nature all the romantic poets found their 
initial inspiration. It was not every thing to 
them but they would have been nothing without it; 
for through it they found those exalting moments 
when they passed from sight to vision and pierced 
as they thought to the secrets of the Universe, 
A comprehensive terra for the large nuTier of 
tendencies towards change observable in European lite-
rature, art and culture in the later 18th and early 19th 
centuries. Although it manifested itself everywhere in 
the form of a pronounced shift in sensibility, Ro-nanti-
cistn was not a unified movement with a clearly agreed 
agenda, and its emphases varied widely according to time, 
place and individual author. Intellectually it pulled awaj 
from the philosophical rationalism and neoclassicism of 
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the finltghtenment, developing an a l t e r n a t i v e aes thet ic 
or freedom I'rom the 'dead' l e t t e r of formal rules and 
conventions and of uninhibited sel f expression, of which 
the German Sturmund Drang movement of the 1770s, which 
Included the early wri t ings of Herder, Sch i l l e r (Die 
Rauber) and Goethe (Werther), was an important pre-
cursor . A corresponding sense of strong f ee l i ng , but 
also of o r i g i n a l , fresh and above a l l , authent ic feelinff 
was also important, and the development of na tu r a l , 
unforced poetic dic t ion became an essen t ia l qua l i f ica t ion 
far the standing of the poet (as in the Lyrical Ba l lads ) . 
The most typ ica l romantic a t t i t u d e is individualism. 
Underlying the Romantic epoch as a whole is a pervasive 
sense of the col lapse within the individual subject of 
those i n t r i c a t e systems of moral, re l ig ious and psychic 
con t ro l , cons t ra in t and l imi ta t ion which were being shaken 
apar t a t the public or i n s t i t u t i o n a l level by the Ameri-
can and franch Revolutions. Whatever the colour of his 
p o l i t i c s ^ the Romantic poet assumes the mantle of prophet, 
seer and l e g i s l a t o r . The Romantic hero i s e i the r a s o l i -
tary dreamer, or an egocentric plagued by gu i l t and 
remorse but , in e i ther case a figure who has kicked the 
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world away from beneath b is r e e t . Tn t h i e r expl lc i ty 
' r eac t iona ry ' phase, wr i t e r s such as Wordsworth and 
Coleridge tended to look back on then e a r l i e r revolu-
t ionary radicalism as a t ransgression agianst an un-
headed sense ol" the proper t ruth of t h ings , for which 
they were punished with a kind of e x i s t e n t i a l ve r t igo . 
A s imi lar derangement of the o f f i c i a l p o l i t i c a l 
economy of the emotions seems to have been the effect 
i f not the conscious in ten t ion , ofthe Grothic novels of 
Horace Walpole 'Jfonk' Lewis and Ann Radcliffe. Which 
an t ic ipa te and to some extent overlap with Romanticism 
proper. Other important harbingers of Hofflaotiiisra were 
in t rospect ive 18th-century poets such as Bla i r , Chat ter-
ton, Young, Grey and Cowper, as well as the cu l t or the 
pr imi t ive in the Cel t ic bardic verse of ffecpherson's 
Oss iant ic poetry,and the folk ba l lads collected by 
Percy. The Romantic va lor iza t ion of personal experience 
was accompanied by,a deepnung sense or h i s t o i j which 
found i t s expression in the novels of Sir Walter Scott; 
another general feature of the period was the fascination 
ror the pr ivate l i v e s of individuals reflected in 
count less 'memoirs' , ' r e c o l l e c t i o n s ' , ' l i v e s ' , and in the 
adoption by wr i te r s such as De Qulncey, Lamb and Haz l i t t 
of autobiography as a l i t e r a r y form. The invasion of 
41X)-
tbe inner recesses o i t t h e personal i ty was continued 
in the analysis or dreams and the i r r a t i o n a l , and in 
drug-taking and dabbllngs in the occu l t , 
* Romanticism' seems to have assumed i t s present 
connotations around the mid I9th century, whea the 
phenomenoB to which i t refferred was already regarded as 
belonging to a ccrmpleted p a s t . Except in Grermany, the 
p r inc ipa l p ro t ag in i s t s or l i t e r a r y Roraanticism were not , 
thenselves , self-consciousl.y ' r oman t i c ' , nor were they 
percieved by t h e i r contemporaries as belonging to a 
p a r t i c u l a r school. The English Romantic poets Blake, 
Coleridge, Wordsworth, Keats, shel ley and Byron divided 
in to two d i s t i n c t generat ions , came from dispara te back-
grounds,dlfrered sharpely in t h e i r theory and p r a c t i c e , 
held c o n n i c t l n g p o l i t i c a l views, and in some cases 
co rd ia l ly d is l iked each o ther . Fried rich Schlcgel ' s 
charac te r i sa t ion of Romantic wri t ing as medieval, Chris-
t ian and transcendental as opposed to c l a s s i c a l , pagan 
aBcL worldly was par t of a spec i f i ca l ly German polemic 
which was taken up by Pfedame de .S tae l in her De T, 
•Allemagne,published in England in 1813. I t may have f i t t ed 
Coler idge,appropriate ly the only English poet with an 
exftensive Knowledge of the German t h e o r i s t s , but I t seems 
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qul te wide or the mark In the case of Byron, Keats 
and Shelley, who were neo-pagan In t h e i r Inc l ina t ions , 
l i b e r a l - t o - r a d i c a l in t h e t t p o l i t i c s and a long way 
from any idea l i za t ion of medieval social systems. What 
the English Romantics did share was a br ief in the 
poe t ' s mi as Ion.Perhaps the most lasting-achievement 
of Romanticism, In England and Germany, and l a t e r on 
in Prance (wheres such as Chateaubriand, 
KEATS (John) 1795-1821. 
Keats was born a t Moorfields, London, where h is 
fa ther was the manager o r t the la rge l ivery s t ab les 
belonging to his fa ther - in - law. He was the oldest of 
four children who remained deeply devoted and intensely 
loyal to each o ther : George was born in 1797, Tom in 
1799f and Frances in 1803. i f t e r t he r i f a t h e r ' s death 
In 1804 t h e i r mother reooarried, but was soon separated 
from her second husband and went with the children to 
l i v e with her mother a t Bdmonton, where she died of 
tuberculos is in 1810. Prom the ages of 10 to 14 John 
divided his time oetween his grand mother's home and 
Clarke ' s school a t gnf le ld . His f i r s t poem,lives in 
l imi ta t ion of Spenser, was wri t ten in 1S14, but was not 
immediately followed by work of the same high promise. 
In I8l4 he quarrel led with his master, Hammond, and went 
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to l i v e on his own in London, resuming his surgical 
s tud ies in 1815 as a student a t Guy's hosp i t a l . To 
t h i s year belong the Odes 'To Hope',*To lppo l lo ' , t he 
'Sonnet wri t ten on the day a f tee Mr.Leigh Hunt l e f t 
p r i s o n ' , and three sonnets on woman. In the autumn 
or the same year he began to read Wordsworth, whose 
new influence is d i scern ib le in the sonnet '0 S o l i t u d e ' , 
and with whom he, in common with other second generation 
Bomantic poets , developed a l i t e r a r y love-hate 
r e l a t i onsh ip . 
4t some point in Dec. ha read passages of 
andymion to Wordsworth, who f i r s t i l y complemented him 
or a p re t ty peice of pagantson ' . With Charles Lamb 
and Wordsworth he was present a t Haydon's immortal 
dinner. On 28 Dec. aiSd regularly attended H a z l i t t ' s 
lec tures on English Poetry,which grea t ly helped him 
to shape b is own ideas on poetry and on the poet as an 
individual of 'negat ive c a p a b i l i t y ' . His impressions 
of the seenery, which was of a kind en t i re ly new to 
him, are ref lected in passages of Hyperion, Keat ' s 
astonishing poetic development and product ivi ty during 
the next year i s comparable to Shal ley 's in I t a l y 
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over roughly the same t lmespat i , Tti the win te r of 
1813-19 he worked mainly on Hyper ion. The Fve of S t . 
Agnes and t h e f ragoenta ry Eve o r S t . Merke were com-
posed dur ing a v i s i t to D i l k e ' s pa ren t s and r e l a t i v e s 
in Sussex a t the end of J a n u a r y , Retuning to Hempsted 
in ea r ly F e b . , h e idled r o r a while aod t hen , between 
March and May, wrote s e v e r a l of t h e r e f l e c t i v e Odes 
which have done more than anything e l s e to secure him 
h i s p lace among the English P o e t s : t h e Odes 'On Indo-
l e n c e ' , 'On a Grecian U r a ' , ' T o P s y c h e ' , ' T o a N i g h t i n g l e ' 
and On Melancholy ' . The enigmat ic ba l led La Be l la Dame 
Sans Meru' was copied for d i s p a t c h to George in Aprul . 
Other poems of the sp r ing a r e the sonnets on 'Fame ' , 
and why did I laugh T o n i g h t ' . In the second h a l f of 
1819 he wrote the t ragedy 'Otho the Grea t ' began another 
p lay on the sub j ec t of king Stephen, and l i n i s h e d Lamina, 
which was followed by the b e a u t i f u l 'Ode to Autumn' 
and t h e second v e r s i o n Hype r ion , ca l l ed 'The F a l l of 
Hyperion. 
K e a t ' s r epu t a t i on continued to grow dur ing 
the 19th Century, when h i s admirers included Tennyson, 
Mathew Arnold and the p r e - H a p h a l t i t e p o e t s . In the 
20th Century he i s t o g e t h e r with Wordsworth,perhaps 
the most widely read and f a m i l i a r of t h e English 
Romantic p o e t s , and some of h i s Odes ( 'To Autumn', 
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lo r exp. or 'On a Grecian Urn') are as well known 
as anything by Shakeshpeare, to whom he baa, indeed, 
often been compared, Recent biographical s tudies have, 
in many respects , deepened the tragedy ot h is l i f e 
by showing him to have been, while s t i l l in heal th , in 
many ways the precise opposite oi the overburdened, 
sens i t ive soul of the posthumous legends. 
SHALLEY (Percy Bysche) .1792-1322 . 
The elder son of Timothy Shalley, he was bom 
a t f i e ld place,near Horsham in Sussex, he attended 
Syon House 4cadomy and jffton, where h i s independence 
of s p i r i t eventually won him respect and the nick 
name 'Mad Shel ley ' was promoted to 'Eton A t h e i s t ' . 
While s t i l l a t Eton, he pr iva te ly published a Grothic 
novel. This was followed by poems wri t ten with his 
sisteir El izabeth. Shalley continued to read radical 
authors and adopted provocatively eccentr ic dress and 
behaviour. With Thomas Jefferson Hogg in spring 1811 
he wrotes and c i rcula ted a pamphlet, the necessi ty of 
Atheism, almost the f i r s t open profession ot atheism 
to be printed in England. In York Shalley attempted to 
bring Hat r i e t together with Hogg,and from time to ti-ne 
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supplemented the houaehold with other female i r i e n d s . 
In the lakes he found only Southey in residence, with 
whom be argued p o l i t i c s . He corresponded with Willian 
Godwin alarming him by the revolutionary rhetoric of. 
An address to the I r i sh people and h is proposals for 
new kinds of reform assoc ia t ions . The Shal ley ' s l e f t 
abruptly on discovering they were being watched by 
Home Office sp ias and br ie f ly se t up house in Tremadol 
Wales, where be observed the labourers , l i v ing condi-
t ions during the harsh winter of 1812. The poetic har-
vest of t h i s p o l i t i c a l phi losophical education was 
Queen ffeb, a work that brought him no immediate 
recognit ion. 
In London the Shalleys became frequently v i s i -
to r s of Grodwin, who became h i s philooophical mental 
and before the poet fired of hiai in 1920, recieved in 
return ' the amount of a considerable fortune. Shalley 
f e l l in love with Mary,Grodwin *s 16 year old daughter 
by Mary Wollstonecraft . Back in England Shalley f e l l 
into f inanc ia l d i f f i c u l t i e s , resolved in negot ia t ions 
following h i s grandfa ther ' s death, Shalley and lyiary 
took a cot tage on the edge of Windsor grea t Park where, 
in a more s tab le per iod, he wrote blaster .The summer 
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of 1816 was spent with Bayron at lake Geneva. Mary 
began Fcankenstein and Shalley wrote two philosophical 
poems,the 'Hymn to i n t e l l e c t u a l beauty' and Mont Blanc•, 
and worked on Loan and Cythna',published as the Hevolt of 
Islam '1818),Shalley l e f t England in spring 1813 and 
spent the res t of h is l i f e in I t a l y staying l i r s t a 
Lucca, Venice and Sste , the 'Stanzas wri t ten in Dejec-
t i o n ' belong to the winter a t Nepals ; the 'Ttoman spring 
of 1819 saw completion of the ma^ot par t of Prometheus 
unbound and wrote anojrher drama, 'The Cenci ' , perhaps 
the grea tes t poem of p o l i t i c a l p ro tes t in tb language, 
though unpublished in his l i f e t i m e . The 'Ode to the 
Westwind* was wri t ten at a s ingle s i t t i n g on 25 Oct, 1819 
Shortly followed by the s a t i r e Peter Bell the Third. The 
p o l i t i c a l Odes 'To Liber ty ' and To Naples' came in the 
spring of 1820, the witch of Atlas in August interspread 
with smaller scale propaganda poems. 
New of Keats 's death produced 'Adonais' in 
spfiing 1821. The abscence of c l a i r e l e f t him suscept ible 
to q Platonic a f fa i r with Teresa Viviani , an hei ress 
immured in a convert by her father 'Bpipsychidion' was 
the reward of Sha l ley ' s se l f r e s t a r a in t s on t b i s 
occasion Shalley assumed respons ib i l i ty for c l a i r e , 
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dis t raught a t byjcowsLnews of-the death o±* t h e t t daughter, 
Allegra, He began h is l a s t major poem,The •Triumph of 
l i f e ' and composed a sequence of short l y r i c s for Jana 
Wil l lons. 
Two co l lec t ions appeared a f t e r h is death; 
poe t ica l spieces and posthumous poems, Vlary Shal ley 's 
tour volume edi t ion of 'The Poetic Works' was published 
in 1839. 
Shal ley ' s colourful l i f e - i h is achievements as 
a l y r i c poet have u n t i l l recently obscured the cen t ra l 
aspects or h is a r t . He drew no essen t ia l d i s t i nc t ion 
between poetry and p o l i t i c s . His work continues and 
dev i t a l i z e s the radica l tendencies of e a r l i e r romantic 
wr i t i ngs , expanding i t s c r i t i que of soc ia l i n ju s t i ce 
into an at tack on specif ic i n s t i t u t i o n of oppression. 
The revolutionary optimism of h is great vlslonery poems 
is wroung from a painful consciousness of the moral, 
psychologolical and h i s t o r i c a l dimensions of socia l 
and p o l i t i c a l bondage. Taken as a whole, h i s work 
represents a decidedly mate r ia l i s t inf lect ion of the 
romantic dieara-or the fusion of poetry and l i f e . 
- .^8-
The inf lec t ions ol" his lesson wri t ing have been 
careful ly rehearsed : excessive rhe tor ic , obtractlonlsm 
and the lurking arrogance and etnotional c h i l l i n e s s or 
the poetic vo ice . Of increasing in t e re s t to Tnodem 
Shelleyans are what night be cal led the c rea t ive 
contradic t ions of his work, the t an ta l i z ing ambiguity 
or cer ta in key myths, ideas and images, and the per-
s is tance of philosophical idealism in his p o l i t i c a l 
thought. Recent c r i t i c i sm has produced a more di f reren-
t ia ted view of Shelley, far so long perhaps the l eas t 
read of English Jtomantic p o e t s . 
W3SDS\0 8TH ( V l l l i a f f l ) 1770-1350 
William Wordsworth ,was bom a t Cockermouth, 
in Cumberland on i p r i l 7 th , 1770 the second sone of John 
Wordsworth and mother was inne. I t i s not necessary to 
say much of Wordsworth's e a r l i e s t education. He went 
to schools in Cockermouth and P e r i t h , but learned very 
l i t t l e very l i t t l e , tha t i s to say, which commanded 
i t s e l f to his teaohere . John Wordsworth was very said 
a f te r the death of his wife, therefore , he could not 
lookafter to his ch i ldren , Richard and William were 
sent to Haushead Grammer schdol in 1773, Hawkshead 
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Itaelt* was jus t the place to Inspire the boy. Wordsworth, 
indeed was always a freedom of the h i l l s , from whence 
came his s t r eng th . No poet has been wore fortunate in 
his youth, jus t as no poet ever made such use of his 
youthful oppor tun i t i es . He delighted in ac t ive exercise 
of a l l kinds in riding aod f ishing and rowing, andhe 
had none of the physical fear which is so often one of 
the weaknesses of imaginative youth. 
In January, 1793, Wordsworth, graduated B.A. 
without honours. Normally, h is education was completed; 
p r ac t i ca l l y and in the wldersense i t was beginning, 
Already he had seen somethlngodTf the world already he 
had fixed his heart upon on the g i r l of h i s chaoice-
but he was s t i l l hopelessly ad r i f t so far as p rac t i ca l 
considerat ions were concerned, 
i f t e r taking his perfunctory degree,Wordsworth 
l ived in London for a time, but he was no Londoner; 
e i t h e r by department or secondary appreciat ion and h i s 
London Verse with the exception of the one magnifloatt 
"Westmister Bridge" Sonnet, misses both l i r e and often 
almost sound sense as wel l . He l e f t the London which he 
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never quite understood to go through an experience 
rrom which i t took him long wholly to recover. 
In tha t year of 1791, he was coming very near 
to the end of his resources; the Lonsdal debt was s t i l l 
unpaid and his guardians, na tu ra l ly were growing more 
and more impatient . 
There followed a period of res t lessness and 
heart searchning which seemed for a t ime, a l l darkness, 
Wordsworth was to win back to peace and tha t rnainly 
through the Influence oi h i s s i s t e r Dorothy. She, as 
has been sa id , v^s the prevai l ing and beaut i ful 
instrument of that cure . 
When Wordsworth arranged h i s collected poems for 
publ ica t ion, he placed the Ode en t i t l ed "Tnti^ations 
of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood" 
at the end, as i f he regarded i t as the crown of h is work 
and h is l a s t word on the cen t ra l problems of h is c rea t ive 
l i f e . There i s no need to dispute the honour in which 
by common consent ij? i s held, but i t has a special 
i n t e re s t as a personal documents. Wordsworth began i t 
at the height of his genius , in the middle of the 
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splendid t en years between 1797 and 1307, when he 
had recovered h i s balance a f t e r the f a i l u r e of h i s 
hopes in the French aevo lu t ion and had not yet begum 
to s u f f e r from t h a t d e s i c c a t i o n of powers which came 
with e a r l y middle a g e . 
That Wordsworth be l i eved himself to be a t temp-
t i n g an unusual t a sk in t h e Ode i s c l e a r from the 
form which he gave to i t . His usua l odes a r e not l i k e 
t h i s , but more formal and more r e g u l a r . Only h e r e 
does he bui ld an ode not in repeated s t anzas of a fixed 
form, and i t must be o f t h i s t h a t H a z l i t t was t h i n k i n g 
when he s iad of Wordsworth. "The Ode and Bpode, t h e 
Strophe and the An t i s t rophe , he laughs to s c o r n . " Tn 
f a c t , the g r e a t Ode i s a development of what the poe t s of 
the seven tee th cen tury c a l l e d a "P inda r i ck"* 
When Wordsworth wrote h i s Ode, the foiM was 
wel l e s t a b l i s h e d . I t had been used with accomplished 
s k i l l by Gray, and, i f we do not l i k e to th ink t h a t 
Wordsworth owed anything Gray, we know t h a t he read 
Dryden and may have learned something from the a d r o i t 
t echnique of "Alexander ' s F e a s t . " The ode was thought 
a p p r o p r i a t e to g r e a t occass ions and sublime s u b j e c t s , 
and in h i s cho ice o f ' i t Wordsworth shows how s e r i o u s l y 
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he t reated h is theme. He was more a t home with a 
s t r i c t and narrow form l i k e that of h is "Ode to Duty", 
and there are passages In the "Immortal ode" which 
have l e s s than his usual command of rhythm and a b i l i t y 
to make a l i ne stand by ltsel:f, as i f he were not 
qui te sure how to use the l i b e r t i e s a t h i sd i sposa l . 
The Ode's unusual form i s matched by i t s un-
usual language. I t i s perhaps unfair to charge Words-
worth with depart ing in I t from his famous p r inc ip le 
tha t poetry should be wri t ten "as far as poss ib le in 
a select ion of language rea l ly used by men"; for the 
words of the Ode are on the whole such a s e l ec t i on , 
"Tintem Abbey" Wordsworth had not en t i re ly 
l o s t h is youthful vision of na tu re , but was a t in t e rva l s 
revis i ted by I t , as he was when he heard the cuckoo. 
Secondly though he had t h i s v i s i t a t i o n and was for the 
moment much exalted by i t , i t did'.not save him from a 
gnawing anxiety about his r e l a t ions with na ture . The 
"thought of grief" came to him when he thught that a l l 
was wel l , and he was able to subdue i t only by h i s 
t r u s t In nature as a source of moral s t rength . 
- 2 % 
In o the r words,Wordsworth began the Ode a t a 
time when he was exerc i sed by two d i f f e r e n t ideas 
about n a t u r e . In t h e f i r s t p l a c e , t h e f i t f u l r e t u r n s 
of h i s youtbfCil v i s i o n made him ask why they were not 
not more f requent and more s e c u r e . This "nade him an-
xious and uneasy,and prompted the f i r s t s tanzas of t h e 
Ode. In the second p l a c e , he be l ieved t h a t in the 
moral i n s p i r a t i o n of n a t u r e he had found something 
to t ake the p l ace of b i s v i s i o n s , and t h i s d i scovery 
gave to the Ode i t s p o s i t i v e and conso l ing c h a r a c t e r . 
Such, no doubt , was b i s s t a t e of mind when be concieved 
the o u t l i n e of t h e Ode. But we may ask why t h i s i s s u e 
was forced so powerful ly on Wordsworth in the sp r ing of 
1802, s i nce he was aware of i t when he wrote ' •Tlntem 
Abbey" four y e a r s b e f o r e . No doubt in the i n t e r v a l he 
found t h a t h i s v i s i o n a r y g i f t was not so dead as ho had 
though t , but s t i l l a t t t a e s returned to him. No doubt , 
t o o , be saw more c l e a r l y how much comfort was to be 
I'ound in h i s moral concept ion of n a t u r e . None t h e l e s s , 
something must have happened to p r e s s the i s s u e on 
him with a new and Inescapable i n s l s t a n c e . Why was 
Wordsworth, a f e r f e e l i n g such d e l i g h t in the rnessege 
of the cuckoo, a s s a i l e d on t h e very nex t day by pa infi l l 
doubts? And why was he so comforted wbn in the r a i n -
bow he saw a s ign of the power of n a t u r a l p i e t y ? 
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In the spring of 1802 Wordsworth wae the 
victim of an inner c r i s i d . He was th i r ty- two years 
old and found that h is insp i ra t ion was not wbat I t 
had once been, tha t I t did not work so readily or 
come In the same way as or o ld . That Is no doubt a 
famil iar enough experience among poets . But in 
Wordsworth's case the problem took a specia l form. 
He b u i l t h i s poetry on na tu re . I t was the source of 
his c r ea t ive strength and opened worlds of the 
imagination to him. 
The two friends shared t h e i r innermost thoughts 
so freely with each other and with Dorothy tha t they 
were indeed three persons with one soul , and i t i s 
often hard to say where the thought of one ends and 
that of another begins. 
Much of his sad s t a t e was due to the fa i lu re 
of h is marriage; and h i s consciousness tha t he was 
t ied to a woman who understood nothing of h is Inner 
l i f e was made the more b i t t e r when he f e l l In love 
with Sara Hutbhlnson, who hdd a l l the quai t les which 
bis wife lacked. He wrote freely or h is troubles 
to the Wordsworths, and more than one entry in Dorothy's 
journal shows how dl t ressed she and her brother were 
were by them. 
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KEATS, as a CRITIC 
PEREIRA (Ernest). Poet as Critic: A 
reading of John Keats, Keats - Shelley 
Memorial Association Bulletine» 29; 1978; 
1-17. 
Although Keats wrote only occasional 
criticism, the pronouncements scattered 
throughout his poems and letters ior.n a 
unified whole. His early statements on 
language, poetic fame, friendship, and 
the joys of nature and art were eventually 
succeeded by more sustained reflections on 
his own poetical processes and development. 
as a •—, DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY 
FLICK (A J). Keat's first reading of Dante's 
Divine Comedy, Notes and Queries. 25, 3; 
June, 1978; 225. 
Robert Gittings's surmise in the 
mask of Keats (1956) that the passage in 
Dante that Keats said he "felt" was the 
opening lines of the inferno can be confirmed, 
Wanting to hint to Bailey that he really did 
"feel" the passage, Keats used the word 
"robust" in a comment immediately afterward 
that at first glance seems wholly unrelated 
to the topic being discussed Dante's poem. 
Actually, the cory translation (which Keats 
read) uses the word "robust" in 1,5; Keats 
calls attention to his own use of the word by 
the phrase "I may say". 
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-, as a , POPE AND CHAPMAN 
RICHARDS (Michael R). Pope, Chapman, and 
the romantics, Keats-Shelley Journal, 
29; 1980; 11-21. 
Many romantic writers shared Keats's 
appreciation of Chapman's homer, lack of 
imagination weak versification and imagery 
and poetic diction. Some romantics found 
Chapman's work quaint or rude, Lambe, 
however esteemed it highly and southey 
contrasted it with Pope's as favourably as 
he would the purity of Elizabethan with the 
pollution of Augustan literature. 
-, BALLADS, BNDYHIDN 
4, CROKER (John). Endymion: A poetic romance 
by John Keats. Critics on Keats, 199 ; 11-2, 
It is not that Mr. Keats has not powers 
of language, rays of fancy, and gleams of 
genius - he has all these; but he is unhappily 
a disciple of the new school of what has been 
somewhere called Cockrey poetry. He has formed 
new verbs by the process of cutting off their 
natural tails, the adverbs, and affixing them 
to their foreheads; thus the wine out & 
parkled, the multitude up followed and night 
up took. The wind u^ blows; and the 'hours 
are down sunken'. 
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5. GARRETT (William). Gliaucus episode: An 
interpretation of book III of endymion. 
Keats-Shelley Journal. Z7^ 1978; 23-34. 
Glaucus represents the slow, halting 
movement of history and civilization, doomed 
for 1000 years to stagnation, hopelessness, 
and apparent oblivion, and fraught with the 
evils of tyranny. Commercialism, self-
interest and greed in the person of a 
seductive Circe. Endymion is the familiar 
poet - proper. Giaucus represents a kind of 
altar ego for Endymion and even for Keats 
himself, who livewise struggles to realize 
the altruistic ideals implied in the concept 
of "progress". 
6. WARD (Aileen). Endymion. Critics on Keats; 
Readings in literary criticism. 1967; 4 4 - 9 . 
A miracle occurs the dark maiden is 
transformed into the bright haired goddess 
before his very eyes. The love of his dream 
has become real at last, and they vanish into 
the forest together leaving Peona lost in 
wonder. Just as Keats never mentioned an 
allegory in discussing Endymion with his 
friends. Keats's search for a truth under-
lying the bare circumstance of his legend 
is the real significance of Endymion, 
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EVE OF St. AGNES 
BAKER (Jeffrey). Aphrodite and the Virgin 
a note on Keats's Eve of St. Agnes. 
Antigonish Review. 4?; 1981; 99-108. 
The Eve of St, Agnes is built on 
strong and obvious contrasts. Yet subtler 
oppositions contain the origin and purpose 
of the peem. The ambiguities mirror Keats's 
suspicion that he could never be content. 
GIBSON (Gail McMurray; AVe Medeline: Ironic 
annunciation in Keats's the eve of St, Agnes. 
Keats-Shelley Journal. 26; 1977,* 39-50, 
The poem seems to offer abundant 
evidence that Keats was using religious 
language and setting for a definite poetic 
objective. The religious detailed are neither 
consistantly articulated Catholic theology nor 
merely gratultions atmospheric effects, but 
part of a recurrent and ironic use in the 
poem of a christian myth - the annunciation 
by Gabriel to the Virgin Mary - as a parallel 
to the overt plot. 
29 
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WALDOFF (Leon). Porphyro's imagination 
and Keats's romanticism. Journal of English 
and Germanic Philology. 76, 2; Apr, 1977; 
177-94.^. 
In the Eve of St, Agnes, the hero's 
imaginings perfectly ullustrate Keats's 
dictum that "what the imagination seizes as 
beauty must be truth". Despite recent articles 
discrediting prophyro's motives, the evidence 
of the text indicates that he is not intending 
rape or seduction; rather he substitutes 
"visual for oral gratification", actively 
possessing the essence of objects with his 
eyes. In general he exemplifies Keats's 
continuing tk'ust in the aesthetic and moral 
power of the imagination. 
10, WIENER (David), Secularization of the 
fortunate fall in Keats's the Eve of St. 
Agnes, Keats-Shellgy Journal. 29; 1980; 
120-30. 
Notwithstanding S.tillinger's Criticism 
of Porhpyro's invasion ofmade line's dream 
world, Keats kas revealed a secondary tradition 
in the romance. The imagery combines adenic 
bliss with inherent flaws, A significant 
fallacy indicates rejection of the growth 
process, integral to Keats's poetic vision, 
Porphyro awakens madeline from unreality into 
the open ended chambers of life. Also, as a 
stage in Keats's development Eve may mark the 
poet's fortunate fall from dream visions to 
great compositions. 
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FALL OF HYPERION 
11. HUMPHREY (Judith). Poet against himself: 
A reexamination of Keats's hyperions. 
Modern language studies. 8, 1; 1977/78; 
40-7. 
A single theme dominates both hyperion 
and the fall of hyperion, despite the fact 
that a long critical tradition agrees the 
inconsistency, between the sections.The 
poet has shaped his material into a poetic. 
Whole, with eveyy part revealing the poet 
against himself. 
t f 
12. JAMES (D G). Discussion of the two hyperions. 
Critics on Keats; Readings in literary 
criticism. 1967; 103- 12. 
Keats wished to write a long narrative 
poem and its formed a whole which showed the 
eternal through the representation of the 
temporal. There are two other points of views, 
very near to the last, from which it is 
convenient to study hyperion. Keats desired 
to show what he believed was the tragic beauty 
of the world, imagination to the suffering of 
the world. Keats can only describe what he 
undergoes as 'dying into life, the Christian 
life is expressed. 
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13. MUIR (Kenneth). Meaning of hyperion. 
Critics on Keats; Readings in literary 
Criticism. 1967; 97-102. 
To understand the full meaning of the 
first hyperion it is expedient to read the 
second. Keats's political views found direct 
expression in hyperion. It is necessary to 
consider Keats's idea of progress and the 
difference between the new gods and the old. 
•Sorrow more beautiful than beauty's self 
living death in Apollo's music had made 
Clymene sick of Joy and grief at once. Keats 
had declared that 'What the imagination 
seizes as beauty must be truth' and that 
'sorrow is wisdom' beauty in all things -
in sorrow, as well as in joy. 
1A. OBER (Warren W) and THOMAS (W K). Keats 
and the solitary pan, Keats Shelley Journal. 
29; 1980; 96-119. 
The significance of specific allusions 
emerges from consideration of the fall of 
hyperion. Keats recognizes in all process 
and stages of development those of the poetic 
mind, and fall alludes to mutability as 
process. The poet's later correspondent and 
to Autumn indicate a sense of Cyclic completion, 
Lives from the earlier attempt imply pan's 
presiding over nature as process, signifying 
imagination and assisting the development of 
the poet narrator. 
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15. RYAN (Robert M). Christ and Moneta. 
English language Notes. 13, 3; Mar, 
1976; 190-2. 
St. John's initial vision of Christ 
risen in Revelation is the source for Keats's 
description of inonata in the fall of hyperion, 
Keats's letter to charles Dilke as well as 
transcriptions of earlier verses in a letter 
to his brother George contain evidence that 
Keats was reading revelation when he wrote 
the poem. He may have thought hyperion was 
in the revelation tradition. 
influence on <3?L1:RI;DGE 
15. JOHN (Barnard). An echo of Keats in the 
Eolian Harp. Review of English studies, 28, 
111; 1977; 311-13. 
Although Co2:eridge*s the Echo of Keats 
is usually taken as the inspiration for 
11.235-7 of Keats's sleep and poetry, the 
influence was probably the other way around. 
The 1815 version of Coleridge's poem with the 
important lines did not appear until after 
Keats's Poem was already published. 
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LA BELLE DAME SANS MERC I 
17. BENVSNUTO (Richard). La Belle Dame and the 
Pale Kings: Life's high meed. Michigan 
Academician. 2, 1 ; 5\m', 1969; 57-62. 
La Belle Dame Sans Merci expresses 
Keats's belief that joy and sorrow, pain and 
pleasure, life and death must coexist. The 
night in defusing to accept sorrow and death, 
must relinquish joy and life. His concept 
draws upon and merges the meaning of the 
separate words, 'meed' a reward or payment 
and'meed'a sweet intoxicating beverage. 
Death rewards life as a presenced in man's 
consciousness stimulating him to posses all 
of his life before he dies. 
• » 
18. WEISSMAN (Judith). Language strange: Labella 
dame sans merci and the language of nature. 
Colby library Quarterly. 16, 2; 1980; 91-105. 
Keats's poem continues the romantic 
intellectual dialogue about whether nature has 
a language but he departs from Wordsworth, 
Coleridge, Bjrron and Shelley by not believing 
nature has a special language. Since Keats 
does not believe nature has a symbolic 
language, he has no need for a female guide 
to interpret nature to the poet. 
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, , LAMIA 
19. REIMAN (Donald H). Keats and the humanity-
paradox: Mythological history in Lamia. 
Studies in English Literature. 11,A; Aut/ 
1971; 659-69. 
This work is Keats's fullest expression 
of his later vision of the tragic implications 
of the mutability of all moral existence, 
including the human imagination. At the opening 
of the poem Kfeats assests the mutability of gods, 
and the mythological history they are subject 
to. The rest of the peom illustrates the 
humanistic paradox of creating myths with the 
knowledge that those myth change and disappear 
because they are created by the mutable 
imagination. 
» f 
20. SATYANARAIN SINGH.Keats lamia, II, 2296-238. 
Explicator. 33, 8; Apr, 1975; item 68. 
Lamia, in a sense, is an agonising 
appraisal of the dangerous folly of submitting 
one's personal experience to the censorship 
of an unimaginative and vonvertion ridden 
public which is apt to be unsensitive, and 
brutally so, to the special needs and responses 
of the individual. 
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21, STEWART (Garrett). Lamia and the language 
of metamorphosis. Studies in Romanticism. 
15, 1; Win»1976; 3-42, 
Rather than being simply allegorical, 
lamia produce meaning through the complex 
interplay of language. The peom deals with 
questions about imaginative experience, and 
its surface reveals ironic wariness. Keats's 
language of metamorphosis is ambiguous in its 
syntax, puns, similes, symbolic details, and 
mythological references. The double meanings 
contrast the imaginations short lived creation 
and the real world that destroys it. 
CRITICISM, BEAUTY 
t 
22. ARNOLD (Mathew). John Keats. Critics on Keats, 
1990; 13-4. 
The truth is that the yearning passion 
for the beautiful which was with Keats, as he 
himself truly says, the master passion, is 
not a passion of the sensous or sentimental 
man, is not a passion of the senscious or 
sentimental poet. It isnan intellectual and 
spirtual passion. He has made himself i^emembered, 
and remembered as no merely senscious poet 
could be; and he has done it by, having loved 
the principle of beauty in all things. "What 
the imagination seizes as beauty must be truth. 
This is a famour first line of his Endimion it 
stands written - "A thing b£ beauty is a joy 
for ever". 
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25. AYTEN (C Bear). Keats's principle of b^iuty. 
Studies in 8nglish Literature. 1, 1; 1969; 
53-73. 
Poems and letters of Keats illustrate 
the existence of natural and artlatie -beauty. 
He believes the creation and perception of 
ideal beauty can be attained only after a 
poet understands concrete beauty well enough 
to feel sorrow over its transcience. In 
Endymion he finds the unity of beauty by 
transcending the physical world through 
intense feeling. The odes present a contrast 
between mutable nature and the permanance of 
the ideal. In hyperion beauty nature and 
power are linked together in the person of 
Apollo, 
CAMELION POET 
24. PETERFREUND (Stuart). Maria Edgeworth and 
Keats's "Camelion poet", Eire-Ireland. 
16, 2; 1981; 151-4. 
For his concept of the 'Political 
character' Keats Owed muc^ to Maria Edgeworth's 
Clrence Hervey in Belinda. 
, , compared with JAPANESE POETRY 
25. MATSUURA (Tohru). ^ ome little known parallels 
between Keats and Japanese Poetry. Notes and 
Queries. 26, 5; 1979; 255-8. 
At least four Japanese poets between 
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1896 and 1927 - Toson Shimazakl, Kyukln 
Susukida, Soseki Nat. sume, and Jukichi 
yago-admitated Keats's poetry, yager. "The 
most brillant of the 'Rekitei' school," 
died at 29 of consumption. 
. , FROST/S ,RESPONSES 
2$. FLEISSNER (Robert F). Frosts responses to 
Keats' risibility. Ball State University Forum. 
11, 1; Win, 1970; 40-3. 
Frost's demiurge's laugh should be dead 
as a response to Kefeits's why did I laugh 
tonight? Keats can not answer the question, 
but Frost approaches the problem with coilimon 
sense, considering the laugh a manifestation 
of the creative drive. Keats sees the demon as 
purely avil, Frost sees also its creative 
aspects. 
, , influence of CHARLES COWDEN 
CLARKE'S COMMONPLACE 
27. COLDWELL (Joan). Charles Cowden Clarke's 
commonplace and its relationship to Keats. 
Keats-Shelley Journal. 29; 1980; 83-95. 
During Keats's literary formation, 
Clarke influenced the poet's cultural tastes and 
interests. The friends shared mapy ideas 
outlived in Clarke's common place book. Keats 
developed to history. Politics, literature, 
imagery and the tracing of themes and terms. 
Ther!ip6iat.4s correspondence also reflects his 
interest in material from this source. 
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influence of CONTEMPORARIES 
28. KAUFMAN (Paul). Keats Circle by the sea. 
English Miscellany. 22; 1971; 173-213. 
Important information about three of 
Keats's friends is available in the 3,000 pages 
of transcribed and original verse by the three 
Leigh sisters preserved in the Leigh-Brown 
collection at the Keats museum. Benjamin 
Bailey, John Hamilton Reynold, and James 
Rice joined with Mary, Surah, and Thomasin 
Leigh of Slade House, Sidmouth, Devonshire 
in a literary society from 1814 to 1817. 
influence of 
29. STANTON (Mausa). contemporaries of Keats. 
Poetic and critic. 13, 3; 1983; 43-54. 
Donald, Justics's remark (in a public 
lecture) that creative workshops exalt the 
contemporary at the expense the past is 
doubtful when one considers the poetic career 
of Keats. Only when he ceased to emulate 
such contemporaries as Leigh Hunt and turned his 
attention to Milton and Shakeshpear did he 
start to develop as a great poet. Nevertheless, 
Keats's was not a mere imitator.of previous 
poets; he used emergency, metaphor, 
emotion, and poetic voice innovatively. Had 
he been tought in a workshop by wordsworth, 
he might not have written many of his best 
poems. 
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influence of ELIZABETHEAN PERIOD 
30. FLECKNER(Robert F). How many boards and 
poetic tradition. Keats-Shelley Journal 27; 
1978; 14-22. 
The explicit and clear memory of key 
phrases from both sponser and Milton not only 
helped to forge the poem's total effect but 
acted in the first place as a specific spur to 
Keats's imagination. 
influence of 
31. LEONIDASM (Johes). Keats's favorite play. 
English language Notes. 15-1; 1977; 43-4. 
Portscript to a letter from Procter 
to John Scott states that Antony and Cleopatra 
was Keats's "favorite play". This preference 
does not lesson the greater influence of 
King Lear on Keats's thought. 
influence of 
32. SALLE (J C). "Forlorn" in Milton and Keats. 
Notes and Queries. 19, 8; Aug^1972; 293. 
Use of this word toward the end of the 
nightingale Ode may have been suggested by 
Milton's use of it in paradise Lost IX. 910. 
Both works contain the idea of a lost paradise, 
40 
•» influence of 
33. SHERWIN (Paul). Dying into life: Keats's struggle 
with Milton in hyperion. Publications of the 
Modern language Association of America. 95t3; 
1978; 383-95. 
Although Keats asserted that poetry progresses 
through the centuries, from Milton's austere 
imagination to Wordsworth's human sympathy, he failed 
himself to advance in hyperion. Paradise lost now 
seves a poetic not based on a moral duality and so 
it reduces the role of the humanity. Curbed by 
Milton's myth and Miltonte form, Keats can not assert 
his poetic individuality as he would in the great 
Odes and the fall of hyperion. 
•, influence of 
3 4. SPISGELMAN (Willard). Another Shakespearian echo in 
Keats. American Notes and Queries. 17, 1; 1978; 3-4. 
In one passage of the fall of hyperion Keats 
seems to be echoing an idea in venus and Adonis. 
influence of GREEKS 
3 5. LOCKHARD (John Gibson). Cockney School of poetry. 
Critics on Keats. 1990^ 9-10. 
Of all the mains of this made age, the most 
incurable, as well as the most common, seems to be 
no other than the Metromanie. It is with such 
sorrow as this that we have contemplated the case 
of Mr. John Keats. This youngman appears to have 
received from nature talents of an excellent poet 
seems his genius is explorative of those dark 
passages. John Keats has acquired a sort of vogue 
idea, that the Greeks were a most testful people, 
and that no mythology can be so finely adopted for 
the purposes of poetry as theirs: 
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influence of SIDNEY 
36. WHITE (R S), Sidney's arcadia as a possible 
source for the Eve of St, Agnes, Keats-Shelley 
Journal, 28; 1979; 11-17, 
Parallels in the poems appear in narrative 
theme imagery and terms both works mention music, 
compare maidens to nightingales and describe mixed 
emotions in recognition scenes, include rich imagery, 
religious vocabulary and specific allusions. Through 
wide reading of romances, Keats may also have been 
influenced by Sidnew to whom he refers in correspondence, 
i n f l u e n c e nn RAimRT.ATRR 
37. MATHUR (Durgalal), Did Baudelaire know Keats? 
Jadavpur Journal of Comparative Literature, 16/17; 
1978; 86-96, 
Baudelaire's resemblances to Keats noted by 
Swinburne,Louis cazamian, T.S, Eliot, Tean Massin, 
Henri Peyre and the author himself may result from 
reliance upon Poe, who did not name but did borrow 
Keats's expressions in several poems. Keats's poems 
and aesthetics but he never made a direct allusion 
to him, Jacques Crapt (1925) and P.M. Wetherill 
wrongfully ascribe to Keats the phrase "hysterical 
tears" in Baudelaire's Marceline desbordes volume. 
The Baudelaire-Keats affinity lends support to 
Graham Hough's view that Keats would have inaugurated 
a symbolist movement in England had he reached 
maturity. 
influence on MODERN JAPANESE POETRY 
38. MATSURRA (Tohru). John Keats and his influence on 
modern Japanese, poetry. Keats-Shelley Memorial 
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Association Bulletin, 29; 1978; 40-9. 
Since 1871, when Keats was first mentioned in 
Japan Literature his influence on the poetry has grown 
apace. Known prior to 1900 chiefly through clumsy 
translations of the odes and sonnets, Keats's lyrical 
spirit was first captured by Toson Shimazaki, The 
exaggerated bordolatous phase of Keats's influence 
ended with the publication of Soseki Natsume's Essays 
on literature. The objective study of the poet culminated 
in Kiyoski Sato's 'The Art of Keats' which initiated 
analytical approaches to his works based on western 
critical cannns and resulted in the publication of 
Keats's complete prose and poetry in translation. 
NEGATIVE CAPABILITY 
39, HOPKINS (Brooke), Keats "Negative Capability" and 
Winnicott's creative play, American Imago. 41, 1; 
1984; 85-100, 
D,W, Winnicott found that children use objects 
to make the transition from the mother. This is a 
creative activity taking place in the "potential space 
between infant and mother allowing the infant to 
develop an internal environment and eventually, to 
play alone, Keats' letters of 1817-18 explore the 
conditions of creativity. Separating yet inter-relating 
inner and enter reality, Keats meant the capacity to 
reach into one's own mysterious recesses in creative 
play, deliciously passive, recaptive to what emerges. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL VIEWPOINT 
40, LEAVY (Stanley)A). John Keats's psychology of creative 
43 
imagination. Psychonanalytic Quarterly. 39, 2; 
Apr^1970; 173-197. 
Keats's ideas about the playchoanalytic concept 
of the creative process, ^ or Keats, "negative capability" 
means the lack of a formed identity as well as openness 
to preconscious mental sources. Therefore the poet may 
refashion the world as it has been absorbed into his 
preconscious psych©, drawing easily upon unconscious 
images because of fortunately weak ego defenses. 
41. REID (Stephen A). Keats's despressive poetry. 
Psychoanalytic Review. 58, 3"; 1971; 395-418. 
What Melanie Klein Sails the "depressive position" 
(a term used to define the six mouth - old infants 
capflia^ttpg attitudes toward his mother's breasts) 
determined Keats's affective life Keats's regression 
to, and fixation on, its conflicts and the sources of 
the great melancholy odes of 1819 and provide a 
psychoanalytical clue for understanding Keats's Unique 
use of ingestive and synaesthetic imagery. 
ROMANTICISM 
42. KRAJEWSKA (Wanda). Keats's romantic manifesto. 
Kwartalnik Neofildogiezny. 27, 2; 1980; 143-54. 
Although intermingled with personal references 
and showing signs of immaturity both in style and 
thought, Keats's poems remains the most conscious 
specimen of the English romantic school and the are 
poetica of the generation which overthrew 18th century 
neoclassicism. 
44 
43. PETTET (EC). Keats's romanticism. Critics on Keats ; 
Readings in literary Criticism.1967; 26-32. 
There are three poets who have been unaffected 
by the sharp depreciation of the romantic period in 
twentieth century criticism Blake, Wordsworth, and 
with some exceptions Keats. Keats not only dissented 
from this article but consciously and consistently 
maintained an antithetical belief. On the whole 
Keats's poetry conforms to the ideas about the poetic, 
character that he expresses in his letters. 
SENSIBILITA FISIOLOGICA EMITO 
44. DEL RE (Gabrielle). Sensibilita fisiologica e into in 
John Keats. English Miscellany. 22; 1971; 155-172. 
Keats's medical history, with his likely early 
tendency to consumption, is probably responsible for 
the peculiar association of natural objects with naoDdi: 
in his sensnal use of words already evident in I stood 
tiptee upon a little hill. Later, in Endymio, the 
great Odes, and especially Isabella, this language, 
which is at once macabre and sentimental, not only 
produces the mixed beauty and sadness which is 
characteristic of love in Keats but also provides the 
basis for much of his apparent myth. 
STYLE 
45. BATE (W. Jackson). Keats's style: Evalution toward 
qualities of permanent value. Critics on Keats: 
Readings in literary criticism. 1967; 33-7. 
45 
It is during the year or more following the 
writing of Isabella that the mature syte of Keats 
developed so rapidly. This tactile strength gives a 
three dimensional grasp to Keats's images. But at the 
same time he has begun to disengage himself from this 
new style, and to turn to still another, though the 
fragmentary from of the 'Fall of Hyperion- the revised 
hyperion-hardly shows it to advantage. 
t t 
45. BRANTLEY (Richard E). Keats's method. Studies in 
Romanticism. 22, 3; 1983; 389-405. 
Keats's imagination was able to combine the 
ideal and the empirical and the result resembles the 
type of sense perception found in wesleyan sensibility. 
Alternately tough minded and tender minded, he moved 
from the naturalistic to the imaginative seeking to 
achieve his intuitions by blending the concrete and 
the abstract. 
SOUL 
46. FASS (Barbara F). Little mermaid and the artist's 
quest for a soul. Comprative Literature Studies. 9,3; 
Sept^ 1972; 291-302. 
Hans Christian Andersen's little mermaid, a 
recurrent motif in Thomas Mann's Doctor Faustus, can be 
traced in the writ>5ings of Keats, yeats, and jean 
Giraudoux. Keats may have derived hits theme of the 
relationship of joy and sorrow in Ode on Melancholy and 
the "Vale of soul making" letter. In mann's Dr. Faustus 
the story illustrates the conflict between bourgeois 
46 
reality and art, a theme of interest to both 
Keats and Yeats, 
TRUTH 
48. ENDE (STUART A). Keats's music of truth. Journal of-
English Llteraty History. 40, 1; Sp, 1973; 90-104. 
Keats's literary responses apparently reflect 
a deeply felt truth imaged by his originals, although 
perhaps secondary in them. From Milton he selects 
briedT moments of indulgence in song, the opposition 
of heaviliy freedom to moral limitation, the victory 
or defeat of desire and hope. This preference for 
passeages that provide parallel solutions to Keats's 
Own poetic problems helps identify Keats's central 
myth; the conflict between a desire for imaginative 
vision and a strong sense of separation from such a 
redeeming state. 
VISION 
49. HAWORTH (Helon E). Keats and the metaphor of Vision. 
Journal of English and Germanic Philology. 67, 3; 
July, 1968; 371-94. 
Keats uses imagery of vision as a metaphor for 
the workings of the poetic imagination. Poems and the 
more mature Ode to Psyche "Ode to a Nightingale" 
and the fall of hyperion. 
•, influence on TWENTIETH CENTURY POETRY 
50. WARD (Aileen ). Keats and tradition. Critics on Keats, 
1990; 15-16. 
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The spread of Keats's influence on Victorian 
poetry ended by making him a symbol of the poet 
which the new talents of the 1910's and 1920's were 
determined to repudiate. Nevertheless, Keats's 
work has survived better than that of any of his 
contemporaries the long devaluation of romantic 
poetry, Keats earned his place in the tradition of 
English poetry by his courage to take the great done 
of self-creation, his patience in learning his 
creft from those who could teach him. 
influence on YOUNG READERS 
51. SHARROCK (Roger). Keats and the young lovers. 
Criticl on Keats; Readings in literary criticism. 
1967; 50-8. 
Keats is a poet who has always held on 
important place among the authors studied at school 
between the ages of fourteen and seventeen. Now 
Keats's modern defenders and expositors have eloquently 
pleaded his cause against these charges of immaturity. 
The adolescent quest, shifting from poem to poem for 
some way of establishing the values of passonate love 
in the hostile adult world here meets with disillusion, 
LETTERS 
52. LUKE (David), Keats's letters: Fragments of an 
aesthetic of fragements. Genre. 11, 2; 1978; 209-26. 
Keats's resistance to elosure derived from an 
aesthetic articulated in his letters. His sense of 
inhabitting an imperfect world which could be only 
48 
partially grasped led to an art of fragementation. 
His cross written letters, like luis poems, invite 
the imaginative collaboration of the reader. The 
poet is a "Chamfeleon" with no fixed "identity" the 
"negative capability" of dissolving into the surroundings 
enables the chameleon to survive, and the poet to 
compage. His art dramatizes the need for shared 
creativity between inviter and reader. 
t 
53. TRILLING (Lionel). Poet as hero: Keats in his letters. 
Critics on Keats; Readings in literary Criticism. 
1967; 17-25. 
In the history of literature the letters of 
John Keats are unique. His way of concieving of life 
is characteristic of the spirited young man of high 
gifts-the young men of spirit and gifts are most 
likely to take seriously, Keats's mind without a very 
full awareness of what powers of enjoyment he had and 
of how freely he licensed these powers. Painfull 
circumstance that Keats makes effort at the solution 
of the problem of evil, the idea of soul making, of 
souls creating inttheir confrontation of circumstances, 
with the double knowledge of the self and of the 
world's evil. 
influence of SHAKESPEAR 
54. WHITE (R S). Keats and Shakespeare. Notes and Queries. 
29, 3; 1982; 214. 
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In four letters Keats alludes to R.II, Troi., 
Meas, and L.L.L., the allusions all in Vol. II of 
the Hyder Rollins edition of the letters, not having 
been noted here to fore. As Keats matured he quoted 
less explicitly. 
ODES, CRITICISM 
55. BROWN (Keith). Short course of the belles letters 
for Keatsians? English. 27, 127; 1978; 27, 32. 
Reading the end of the Ode on a 'Grecian Urn' 
in the context of 'Abbot Batteaux's' a course of the 
belles letters, or the principles of literature 
clarifies its meaning. Art, says Batteaux, initates 
not commonplace reality but "Beautiful Nature" or 
works of art. Thus, art leads us to our highest 
degree of perfection or truth. 
56. VENDLER (Helen). Odes of John Keats. Review 
of English Studies. ^7, 145; Feb, 1986; 110- 2. 
The younger Romantic poets have always had 
glamour. Their dramatic lives and poignantly early 
deaths have seen to that. Persistence in popular 
memory has accompanied an increasing measure of 
critical prestige. Keats is pre-eminent among, romantic 
poets of self-criticism. In the peom 'To Autumn, 
which is seen as the high point in Keats's work. Yet 
Keats's poems's open mind engaged more actively with 
a wider world than the enclosed terms of Helen 
Vendler's study can suggest. Keats is indeed the 
Chameleon poet. But he is also,more disconcertingly, 
the mirror poet, in which every critic is flattered to 
find his Own face. 
50 
influence of RADCLIFFE 
57. JARRETT (David). Source for Keats's magic casements. 
Notes and Queries. 26, 3; 1979; 232-5. 
Cluster of themes, images and key words 
shared by Keats's Ode (to a Nightingale) and (Anne) 
Radcliffe's (Mysteries) udolpho III, vii help us to 
see more clearly how Keats could use material from 
her romences. 
influence of SHAKESPEARE 
58, The music, language aad spirit of Shakespeare inform 
Ode to a nightingale, which restates Shakespearean 
themes. Specific passages echoed in the poem were 
marked in Keats's copy of Shakespeare. 
TRUTH 
59. DAS (B). Process, and reality in the Odes of Keats. 
Indian Journal of English studies. 11; 1970; 17-33. 
Relationships among Keats's odes become fully 
comprehensible when the meaning and value of truth in 
relation to existence are considered. In the Ode to 
Autumn life and death and no longer contraties but 
parts of the total reality. As Keats passes from 
the world of process to the world of reality, the 
physical and mental planes are united in truth. This 
is a level on which Keats seeks permanent values 
rather than the permanence of objects. 
GRECIAN URN 
60. BAROLSKY (Paul), Renaissance Variations ania theme 
by Keats. UnJA^rsity of Hartford Studies in Literature, 
15, 1; 1983; 1-12. 
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While not concerned with mythical art, 
John Keats's poetry provides a mind set for 
perceiving. Italian renaissance paintings. Defining 
silence as unheard melodies, Keats presents his Gre-
cian Urn as the Key to understanding classical myth 
in Titian, Saudro Botticelli and Luca Signorelli, 
His vision influenced subsequent poetic and art 
historian contributing also to contemporary 
appreciation. 
61. BROOKS (Cleanth). Keats's sylvan historian. Critics. 
on Keats; Readings in literary Criticism. 1967; 79-88. 
Grecian Urn which inspired the famous Ode was 
for Keats, just such a poem 'palpable and muti, a 
poem is stone. The 'Ode', by its bold equation of 
beauty and truth raises this question in its sharpest 
from. The silence of the urn is stressed it is a 
'bride of quietness' it is a foster child of silence 
but the Urn is a historian too. 'Beauty is truth, 
truth beauty', 
62. HOLLWAY (John). Odes of Keats. Critics on Keats; 
Readings in Literary Criticism. 1967; 59-69. 
Keats's Odes that is a good deal more pointed 
and significant than its author presumably intended. 
Keats's mental life of most significance to both him 
and us, "I see, and sing, by my Own eyes inspired". 
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Keats is inspired to sing through seeing, 
expression is more complex more impussioned and 
indeed more intellectual. In on a "Grecian Urn" 
he is describing as he seas it in others what in 
the former poem he experienced and expressed for 
himself. 
ODE TO AUTUMN 
63. BLACKSTONE (Bernard), Ode to autumn. Critics on 
Keats; Readings in literary criticism. 1967; 92-6. 
To autumn is the only major poem of Keats 
that is completely unsexual. The poem is one great 
sigh of relief. Keats's now familiar pattern from 
the outer to the inner, from the broader manifesta-
tions of that beauteous life in the field of space to 
the minutes organisms, celebrates the effortless 
fruitfUlness of nature. Keats rejoices, first in the 
relationship of season, sun and earth. 
64. FREEMAN (Donald C). Keats's to autumn: Poetry as 
process and pattern. Language and Style. 11,1; 
1978; 3-17. 
Keats's syntactic strategy functions to help 
create poetic form and statement in to "Autumn". It 
is really about the poetic imagination, a reciprocal 
force between poet and reader located in the poem's 
syntax. 
» » 
65. NEMOIANU (Virgil). Dialectic of movement in Keats's 
to 'Autumn, 'Publications of the Modern Language 
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Association of America. 93, 2; 1978; 205-14. 
To Autumn is a more complex poem than has 
been allowed. It presents numerous processes and 
movements in nature which are not obviously similar 
or parallel to one another, Giradual but not necessarily 
harmonious changes in time, the senses, mobility, space 
and style bear fundamentally on the validity of 
interpretations of the poem. Readings which end in any 
static situation like death one inadequate. 
» » 
66. PATTERSON (Annobel M). "How to load and...bend". 
Syntax and interpretation in Keats's 'To Autumn. 
Publications of the Modern Language Association of 
America, 9A, 3; 1979; 449-58. 
The dangers and possibilities of grammer as a critical 
tool appear in the recent readings which assume to 
autumn is comforting. Geoffrey Hartman argues subtly 
that language evokes the gap between the wish and its 
fulfillment. A less cheerful reading is also 
linguistically sound the avoidance of the first 
person and the many present participles suggest 
that autumn is abstract and incomplete. 
A NIGHTINGALE 
67. CANDIDO (Joseph). Midrummer night's dream and Ode 
to a nightingale: A further instance of Keats's 
indebtedness. American Notes and Queries. 16, 10; 
1977-8; 15%-5. 
The Ode especially stanza fine is reminiscent of 
Oberon's spects, II, ii, 248-54 but the Shakespearean 
mood pervades the whole poem. 
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68. LEAVIS (F Pv). Revaluation of Keats, Critics on 
Keats; Readings in literary Criticism. 1967;70-8. 
"Ode to a nightingale" commonly placed highest 
among the Odes, and determine in what ways through 
it is not of the supreme order. Keats is strictly 
only half in love with death and the positive motion 
is present. The warm richness of the poem is qualified 
as with the autumnal hint of sharpness in the air, 
it does not lie in any effective presence of the 
kind of seriousness aspired to in sleep and poetry. 
» » 
69, MATHEY (F). Interplay of structure and meaning in 
the "Ode to a nightingale". English Studies. 49, 4; 
Aug, 1968; 303-17. 
Keats's strict adherence to a regular rhyming 
pattern in this poem is not equalled in any of his 
others. The relation between structure and meaning 
in this poem has not yet been exhaustively studied 
in spite of the many attempts at analysis. 
70. PARK (Charlsie Bray). Keats's Ode to a nightingale. 
Explicator. 52, 1; 1993; 23-5. 
When the poen John Keats took his chair outside 
on that spring morning of 1819 to sit under a plum tree 
and listen to a nightingale singing for two or three 
hours, he must have gotten thirsty. The Ode that he 
composed during that time. Keats's sense of fun builds 
here, going from good weather to pimple, on noses. 
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but he could maintain a sense of humor in a 
serious situation as well. 
» » 
71. WE3LING (Donald). Dialectical criticism of poetry: 
An instance from Keats. Mosaic^ 5,2; 1971- 2,' 
81-96. 
Ode to a nightingale is a demonstration of "the 
lived hope" of its anthor, "a common grown away from 
his class who has found no means of expressing 
himself except through dominant concepts and stylistee 
ideology, and who made use of these concepts by 
deftating them or combering or intensifying them.. 
to achieve new tones, new forms" Keats "counterposes 
a language of the body against a received diction, 
and a logic of experience against equential logic. 
He is at the same times the creative advisory of the 
quasi-institutions of genre and prosody. 
ODE TO PSYCHE 
72. ALLOTT (Kenneth). Keats's Ode to Psyche. Critics on 
Keats; Readings in literary criticism. 1967; 89-91. 
'To psyche' is the best Ode of Keats, 
warmship rapidly after a weak start and the poem is a 
happy one, its true is more exactly described if the 
happiness is thought of as defensive. Psyche will be 
- -disposed to welcome the visits of love, poetry and 
indolence are the natural medicines of the soul 
against the living death it must expect from 'Cold 
Philosophy'. 
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« I 
73. BROWN (Homer), Corations and destroyiness: Keats's 
protestant hyman, the Ode to Psyche. Diacritics. 
6, 4; 1976; 48-56. 
Metalepses of this Ode show that Keats substituted 
metaphors for figures from Milton, Wordsworth and 
Spenser. HypSrion has been left incomplete. It ended 
with the defication of the god- of poetry. That was of 
Titans and the Olympians had been his version of 
Miltonic epic. His Ode, replacing, the Olympic panthoen 
with a diffication of human mind, can be read as a 
completion of his unfinished epic. The Ode opens with 
the poet spying two sleeping lovers, echoing Milton's 
Adam and Eve spied upon by Satan. Satan hises a 
dream of becoming divine into Eve's ear, Keats is 
showing his awareness of the crime of deifying the 
human, and of the danger of solipsistic pride. 
74. WALDOFF (leon). Theme of mutability in the Ode to 
psyche PMLA.92. 3; Mav,197'7 ; 410-9. 
This peem is hard to associate with the other 
Odes as a sequence, but it can be done. The prem deals 
with the "mutability of are immortal", and thus with 
Keats own fear of death and his tendency toward 
eroticism and "rescue fantasy". A poem about mutability 
like the rest of the group, it does not solve the 
problem as much as it accept life, "trasient and death, 
bound through it is". Psyche is seen as a "beneficient 
presence" to oversee the poets growth in life vale of 
soul moking". 
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PHIDIAN LORE 
75. GOSLEE (Nancy M). Phidian Lore: Sculpttire and 
personification In Keats's Odes. Studies in 
Romanticism. 21, 1; 1982; 73-85. 
In Keats's Odes the sculptural pose of 
central figures gives them a concrete, tactile 
quality that leads us to accept them as cult figures 
However, Keats converts these figures into personi-
fications. This introduction of reason enable the 
figures to represent the speaker's intense em2)tions, 
the poet must try to reconcile philosophical 
concepts with the felt images of a longed for 
sculptural, mythic and unself conscious wholeness 
of the human, the artificial and the natural. 
SOFT PIPES 
76. CHEATHAM (George) and CHEATHAM (Judy). Soft Pipes, 
still music and Keats's Ode. American Notes and 
Queries, 21, 7/8; 1983; 105-3. 
Still music commonly meant soft low music 
and therefore there is no necessity for considering 
such music as completely unheard. 
SONNETS, BRIGHT STAR 
77. DAS (Sisir Kumar). Bright Star: An attempt at 
integration. Bulletin of the Department of English 
Calcutta University.. 4,2; 1968-9; 1-8. 
Keats's sonnet does not fall apart, as has 
been suggested by several critics. There is no: 
dichotomy between the "Lane splandour of the Star" 
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and the "breathing human passion". The "indelicacy" 
of the last lines can also be found in other Keats 
poems. 
CRITICISM, REALMS OF GOLD 
78. MURRY (John Middleton). Realms of Gold. Critics on 
Keats: Reading in literary criticism. 1667; 38-43. 
Keats's sonnet on first looking into Chapman's 
homer holds a position of peculiar significance in 
his work as a whole. He wrote it very early in his 
poetic career. An impression of excit^aent so intense 
that the declared and actual subject of the peera is 
as it were dissolved away by it. The rise; the progress, 
the setting of imagery should, like the sun come 
natural to him. 
SHELLEY, as a CRITIC, SCULPTURE 
79. COLWELL (Frederic S). Shelley on sculpture: The 
Uffizi Notes. Keats-Shelley Journal. 28; 1979; 
59-77. 
The never completed project represents Shelley's 
sensitive response to art. Despite methodical procedure 
and careful reporting,he did not classify the material. 
Although his creative commentary reflects the German 
Hellenism of John Winckelman, ^ helley rejects extreme 
rigidities of neoclassicism in sculpture, painting 
and poetic imagery. 
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BIOGRAPHY 
80. DAWSON (P M S ) . Shelley and Irish Catholics in 
1812. '-. Keats-Shelley Memorial Association Bulletine. 
29; 1978; 18-31. 
Shelley erroneously assumed that his audience 
harbowred anti-catholic sentiments. His hostile 
reception was due largely to his appeal to those 
feelings, a strategy inspired by his reading of pieces 
of Irish nistory. In fact, by 1812, the republican 
view of Ireland presented in this work had become 
obsolete the spokesmen for Irish emancipation were 
nb longer ulster dissenters but catholics. 
t 
81. DEBEER (Grovin). Shelley's house at Brounnen. 
Keats-Shelley Memorial Association Bulletin. 
19; 1968; 1. 
This ia a brief account of Shelley's renting 
of two rooms at Brunnen in August of 1814; it 
includes a reporduction of a painting of Brunnen by 
a minor contemporary artist. 
ANCESTORAL 
82. HAND (Sally N). Timothy Shelley, "Merchant of 
Newark": The search for Shelley's American ancestor. 
Keats-Shelley Journal. 29; 1980; 31-42. 
Documentary evidence dates the birth of 
Shelley's great grand father in 1700, his emigration 
to America in the 1720's and return to England with 
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his family in 1739.Timothy's sons, John and 
Bysshe, were born in Newark, New Jersey, to his 
wife, Johanna, widow or daughter of Plum. Legal 
records and wills link Timothy's with millers and 
merchants and mention his departure from America. 
Timothy's mother, Hellen, left instructions 
concerning the English education of her grandson, 
Busshe, the poet's American-born grandfather. 
DEATH, SOPHOCLES 
83. WEBB (Timothy). Shelley's Sophocles: A Legend 
re-examined. Keats-Shelley Memorial Association 
Bulletin. ^9; 1968; 47-52. 
The legend that Shelley died with a pocket-
edition of Sophocles in his pocket probably is not 
ture.That Shelley carried an edition of Keats with 
him at his death is substantiated. Likely the 
Sophocles book was in the boat itself along with 
other books, but Trelawny perpetuated the story that 
Shelley carried it in his pocket. 
» 
•, NURSEMAID 
84. SUNSTEIN (Emily W). Louise Durilland of Geneva, the 
Shelley's nursemaid. Keats-Shelley Journal. 29J 1980; 
27-30. 
Documentation corrects errors concerning Elise, 
whom Hoppner cities as youthfully inexperienced and 
Claire clairmont describes as 30, a mother closely 
observed before claire employed her. Close to the 
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Shelley in age, she left Geneva as their nursemaid 
when her step sister was seven months old. There is 
no record of a child born to Elise. Mary Shelley's 
mention of a father-in-law and little girl may refer 
to Elise's stepfather and stepsister. 
OBITUARY 
85. JOUKOVSKY (Nicholas A). Unnoticed obituary of 
Shelley. English Language Notes. 15, 1; 197?; 44-7. 
Shelley's death occasioned controversial 
comment on his life and opinions in London newpapers. 
A hitherto unnoticed original obituary article in the 
weekly Entertainer and west of England Miscellany 
reflects the scaldal and dispute surrounding Shelley. 
compared with KEATS 
86. OWER (John). Epic mythologies of Shelley and Keats. 
Wascana Review. 4, 1; 1959; 61-72. 
Blake's typically romantic idea that one must 
create one's own system or be enslaved does not quite 
fit Shelley's prometheus unbound and Keats's hyperlon. 
Unquestionably individualized and romantic, these 
poems constitute ingenious adapttations of Greek mythology 
to biblical tradition by-means of systems or patterns 
borrowed directly from paradise lost and he Faerie 
Queene. 
CRITICISM, AESTHETIC MELODY 
87. MEYERS (Tessy L). Shelley and Swinburne's aesthetic 
of melody. Papers on language and literature. 14, 3; 
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1978; 284-95. 
Swinburne has never been particularly admired 
for the precision of his critical system or far the 
clarity of his critical terms. Using Swinburne's 
critical remarks on a single poet, Shelley, has a 
particular adventage here. To neither was it given, 
as it was given to Shelley, to rise beyond these 
regions of contemplation and sensation into that 
other where the emotion of Keats and the emotion of 
Wordsworth become one. 
CAUSE AND EFFECT 
88. ZIMANSKY (Curt R). Cause and effect: A symbolism 
for "^ helley's poetry. Journal of Bnglish and Germanic 
Philology 78, 2; 1979; 209-26. 
Although Shelley became "one of the most 
systematically symbolic of the English poets, "he 
was always an empiricist rather than a Plotonist, 
a monist who reduced the variety of appearances to 
power or energy which emanated from a pyramid of causes, 
each subsumed to the ones above it. Unlike his prose 
works, his poetry permits an elaborate ranking of the 
powers their personifications territories and dwellings. 
CONSCIENCE 
89. CAMPBELL (llliam Royce). Shelley's concept of 
conscience, Keats-Shelley Journal. 19; 1970; 49-61. 
Shelley's concept of conscience changed from a 
tenuous belief in it as "the eternal voice of justice. 
Increasingly disturbed by the "passivity" of conscience 
and by its negative function as the accuser of self, 
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Shelley developed a belief in imagination as the 
active power whereby "man could overcome the darker 
tendencies in human nature and get us beyond our 
limited being". 
—, DUTY AND HOPE 
90. THURSTON (Norman). Shelley and the duty of hope. 
Keats-Shelley Journal. 26; 1977; 22-8. 
Because Shelley was a skeptic,who doubted that 
he could know anything except as he perceived it, yet 
doubted that perception provided a complete account of 
reality, he founded that philosphy left him at once 
free to hope and unable to demonstrate his grounds for 
doing so. Faeed with this kind of uncertainty, 
philosphy have traditionally taken refuge in passive 
acceptance or in active faith. Shelley close the 
second alternative, earnestly looking forward to a 
revolution which would liberate humanity from the 
oppression of power by overturning the system of 
Society, with all its superstructive of maxing and 
forms. But on long as this choice remained a matter 
of desire and will rather of conscious knowledge, 
about the best Shelley could say was that hope has a 
tendency to bring about the end it contemplates. 
IRONY 
91. MILLER (Sara Mason). Irony in Shelley's the Gonci. 
University of Mississippi Studies in English. 9; 
1968; 23-35. 
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Shelley's tragedy exhibits no dramatic irony 
but shows "irony of character" where appearances at 
first deceive, verbal irony of understatement and 
of sarcasm Socratic irony. 
RADICALISM 
92. HENDRIX (t^ichard). Necessity of response: How 
Shelley*s radical poetry works, K^ats-Shelley Journal. 
27; 1978; 45-69. 
In the mask of Anarchy Shelley came close to 
resolving the split between public communication and 
the need for difficult personal transformation. True, 
by forcing complex responses to political facts he 
lost some of the clarity of accusation and exhortation, 
but we should recognize his equally important choice 
not to leave behind the plain facts of his reader's 
lives and perceptions. In an unusual way Shelley gave 
over the poem to the people to whom it is addressed and 
whose response is its final subject. 
SOCIAL ISSUES 
93. CAMERON (Kenneth Neill). ^helley as philosophical 
and social thinker: Some modern evaluations. Studies 
in Romanticism 21, 5; 1982; 357-66. 
As the philosophical and socio-political base 
of his poetry is solwly uncovered, Shelley is being 
taken more seriously as both poet and thinker. His 
radical ideas and his philosophical idealism are 
no longer subordinated to sentimental views of his 
work. 
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, ESSAYS 
94. MURRAY CE B ) . Anonotated manuscript corrections of 
Shelley's prose essay, Keats-Shelley Journal*26; 
1977; 10-21. 
These not on the reading of the more important 
prose Mrs of Shelley in the Bodleian library attempt 
to correct nearly all of the move, and save of the 
less, significant errors in the standard editions. 
Forman (1880), Ingpen & Peck (1920-30, repr.1965) 
and D.L. Clark. 
•, HYMN, TO VENUS 
95. WEBB (Timothy), Shelley's hymn to venvs: P new text. 
Review of %glish Studies. 21, 83; Aug, 1970; 315-24. 
The belief that Shelley cared little about 
words is seen to be inaccurate if the original texts 
of his poems are examined many of the texts upon which 
critics based this belief are not accurate. 
influence of ON KEATS 
96. MILNE (Fred L), -^ helley on Keats: A note book dialogue. 
English Language Notes. 13, 4; June, 1976; 278-84. 
A notebook dialogue, written in the second half 
of Oct. 1820, indicates that Shelley, despite Keats's 
presumptuous letter to him (Aug.16), was genuinely 
impressed by hyperion. That impression was reinforced 
to the point where a defence of poetry (Sp. 1821) 
reflects Keats's letter as a positive influence. 
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• , influence of PAINTINGS, ITALIAN DA VINCI 
LEONARDO 
97. HUGHES (Daniel). Shelley, Leonardo, and the monsters 
of thought. Criticism. 12, 3; Sum, 1970; 195-212. 
Shelley's poems on what he thought to be 
Leonardo da Vinci's picture of the Medusa in the 
Uffizi shows Shelley to be a seeker of images, of 
archetypes. The monsters of thought, created by the 
mind, hold the surplus energy which will enable the 
mind to surpass them. 
•• influence of SCIENCE 
98. WHITE (HARRY). Shelley's defence of Science. Studies 
in Romanticism. 16, 3; 1977*, 319-30. 
Taking his eve from British empirical philosphy, 
Shelley denied that reason can arrive at new 
knowledge. His defunction of the pretie process 
resembles the descriptions of experimental induction 
given by Bacon, Newton, Steward, and Whiteheard, 
"Affu Hume had demonstrated that experimental 
induction did not proceed accordLing to rational 
methods, but involved instead sense experience and 
imaginative synthesis, Shelley was able to argue 
for the identity of science and poetry". 
influence of SHAKESPEARE 
99. NATH (Prem). ^elley and Shakespeare. American Notes 
and Queries, 21, 5/6; 1983; 71-2. 
Shelley held Shakespeare in high esteem and 
clearly borrowed from Othello in three famous poems, 
an aspect of Shelley^s work previously overlooked by 
scholars. 
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influence of WORDSWORTH PETER BELL 
'f 
100. GOHN (Jack Benoit). Did Shelley know Wordsworth's 
Peter Bell. Keats-Shelley-Journal. 28; 1979; ZO^h, 
Hunt sent Shelley, in Italy, reviews of two 
recently published Peter Bell poems, Shelley than 
composed a third version, including allusions to 
Wordsworth's poem in particulars unmentioned by 
Hunt, Mention of his composing span also seems to 
indicate that Shelley read Wordsworth's poem after 
receiving Hunt's reviews and before completing Peter 
Bell aloud, she fails to specify the version. 
influence on MARGARET JANE KING MORE'S 
PHILOSOPHICAL POEM, CONCEPT OF DEVIL INCARNATE 
101. FELDMAN (Paula R). Shelley, Mrs. Mason and the Devil 
Incarnate: An unpublished poem. Library Chronicle 
of the University of Texas. 12; 1979; 21-9. 
Margaret Jane King Moore second counters 
Mount Cashell, living as Mrs. Mason, wrote the poem. 
Twelve Cogent reasons for supposing P.B. Shelley to the 
Devil Incarnate after an alleged attack on Shelley 
for his athesim. 
influence on PHILOSOPHY, 19th CENTURY 
102. JONES (Bernard). Seeing Shelley plain. 2. Books and 
Bookmen. 21, 3; Dec, 1975; 48-51. 
Shelley was a major source book for later 
19th Century thought because he exalted the mechanical 
view of nature intb a new faith rivalling Christianity. 
We need to reavaluate Shelley, but we should not 
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ignore the best known poems to concentrate only 
on the darker side of his mind however much the 
latter needs discussion. 
influence on POETRY, MODERN 
103. COWAN (Thomas Dale). Romantics as therapists: 
Shelley and Keniston, South Atlantic Quarterly. 
71, 3; Sum, 1972; 342-51. 
That the romantic elements of modern youth 
culture are related to 19th century romanticism can 
be illustrated is a compaFision of Shelley's and 
Kenneth Keniston's views. Shelley's society and 
modern life are seen as stripped of emotion, beauty, 
and arts. A psychic balance is sought between 
"ego virtues" and imagination. 
influence on 
104. MACEY (Samuel L). Shelley and the new romantics. 
Texax Quarterly. 14, 2; 1971; 91-5. 
Because of the new criticism, Shelley is 
ignored, despite his affinities with contemporary 
sensibility. Today's youth is iconoclastic, radical, 
idealistic, and romantic, end "there can be no 
phrophet more suited to Christ like martyrdom and 
youthful idealism than Shelley". Shelley is not 
easily accessible, because anthologies are biased, 
and critics, stressing intellect over inspiration, 
be little him. As the influence of neo-classicism 
waves, perhaps we will learn to recognize that 
Shelley's in the greatest poetry written of and for 
the specific times through which we are now posing. 
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-, LETTERS 
105. MASSEY (Irving). Some letters of Shelley Interest. 
Keats Shelley memorial Association Bulletin. 19; 
1968; 14-17. 
Three Shelley letters to an unidentified 
addresse associated with the symonds Circle, perhaps 
a relative of John Addington symonds, are reproduced, 
FAKE SIGN 
106T BARKER-BENFIELD (Bruce). Shelley fake. Bodleian 
library Record. 11, 2; 1983; 99-104. 
A forger ingeniously attached a signature cut 
from another Shelley letter to Shelley's letter to 
leigh Hunt of February 23, 1822. Probably Shelley 
wrote the body of the letter. 
influence of PAINTING, ITALIAN 
107. COLWELL (Frederic S). Shelley and Italian painting. 
Keats-Shelley Journal. 29; 1980; 43-66. 
Letters to Peacock, march 1818 through 1819, 
include Shelley's account of Italian paintings. 
Shelley described frescoes of Franceschini and paintings 
by correggio, Raphoel and Revi, including the 
attributed portrait of Beatrice cenci and interpetations 
of promethean mythology. These seem to indicate 
artistic, as well as literary sources of promethens 
unbound. Shelley's admiration of color warmth, light, 
space, skies and aerial forms in Italian paintings is 
apparent in his work. 
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LOVE'S RARE UNIVERSE, CRITICISM 
» 
108, LEYDA (Seraphia). "Love's rare Universe": Eros 
in Shelley's poetry, Louisiana State University 
Studies; Humanities Series, 18; 1966; 43-69. 
Erotic love is a major subject in Shelley's 
poetry; he depicts it as a concept related to 
sympathy and the "Void", His lovers - the poet in 
Alastor, prince Athanase, the lover in Epipsy 
childion-pass through crises of sympathy. Though 
the experience of,the Void leads some characters 
to destruction, the basic ambiguity of erosa in his 
early paetry provides also for erosis beneficent 
role in Epipsychidion, in which love embraces 
suffering as a necessary dimension of true eros. 
, LYRICAL BALLADS, and HYMN, TO INTELLECTUAL 
BEAUTY 
109. MC NIECE (Gerald), Poet as Ironist in mont blance 
and hymn to intellectual beauty. Studies in Romanticism. 
14, 4; 1975; 311-36. 
In those two poems Shelley resorts to irony 
because the poems deal with the search for elusive 
truths.Though the mind creates myths in an effort to 
penetrate nature's mask, it remains aware that its 
myths may lead nowhere.In humn to intellectual beauty 
the irony results from the uncertain relationship 
between mind and power. Since the poet can't feel 
certainty, he resorts to irony to express him ambiguous 
mood. 
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MONT BLANCE 
110. BOSCO (Ronald A). Meaning of Shelley's mont blance. 
Massachusetts Studies In English. 4, 3; Sp, 1974; 
37-55. 
This poem's meaning is submerged in critical 
conflict, a stage for conflicting ideologies rather 
than an independing artistic work. Seeing mont blance 
was a religious experience for Shelley, an awakening 
of the imagination to what lies beyond the individual, 
and the poem must be seen in this context. The poem 
is primarily concerned with the relationships between 
power, permanence, and immutability. 
POEMS, ALSTOR 
111. COOPER (Bryan). %elley's alstor: The quest for a 
vision. Keats-Shelley Journal. 19; 1970; 63-76. 
Death as well as love is a central theme in 
this work. In his attempt to repossess his vision 
by entering the idea world, the poet turns to death 
rather than love as his means. The vision appears 
to him in sleep, which he associates with death. The 
poet's relation to nature and especially the matif 
of death suggest that the poet's quest fails even 
though in following his vision he "is superior to 
those with 'no hopes beyond' this earth". 
trWK-S, WITCH OF ATLAS 
112. WOOD (Andelys). Shelley's ironic vision: The witch 
of atlas. Keats-Shelley Journal. 29; 1980; 67-82. 
Through tone, imagery and ambiguity, Shelley's 
thought develops in the persona's vision of the witch, 
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Using Skeptical voice and incongruous diction, the 
language encompasses lyric and trivial. Tensions 
between real and ideal apply to the nature of poetry 
and to poetic creation with metaphors involving 
clothing and weaving. In her ambiguous role, the 
witch appears as romantic ironist not reformer. 
The irony of Shelley's stance reveals his weakening 
faith in poetry as adequately expressing thought. 
ODES, ADONAIS 
115. SWAMINATHAN (S R). Mourners in Shelley's Adonais. 
Indian Journal of English Studies. 9; 1968; 96-108. 
Current view that stanzas 31-34 are Shelley's 
self portrait and that stanza 35 is leigh Hunt's, 
seems questionable because Shelley portrays the 
mourners by alluding to their work. In stanza 35 the 
mourner described as the "Last" of "that crew" is 
characterized by his silent devotion to the dying poet. 
From '^ helley's own testimony we know that severy's 
wordlers but total loyalty to Keats and his tireless 
sacrifices drew forth Shelley's deep admiration. 
•, ALASTOR 
114. ROBINSON (Charles E). ^oots to rocks in Shelley's 
alastor: An emendation. American Notes and Queries. 
17, 6; 1978; 88-9. 
Though other suggestions have been made the 
second roots in lines 530-2 is best emended to 'rocl<^ . 
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CRITICISM, DEJECTION 
115. MAUSKOPF (Charles). Shelley's dejection. Xavler 
University Studies. 7, 3; Nov, 1968; 9-14. 
Stanzas written in dejection, near naples is 
usually considered to be of interest primary for its 
biographical significance in reflecting Shelley's 
personal and public problems. It differs from the 
dejection poems of the other romantics in that 
Shelley uses pathetic fallacy rather than just a 
contrast between his feelings and nature. 
influence of PAINTING, ITALIAN 
116. RBISNER (Thomas Andrew). Shelley's fragment: a face. 
Notes and Queries. 19, 3; Mar, 1972; 96-7. 
The fragment describing a human face, "like a 
snake's wrankled and loose/and withered", may will 
have been suggested by Guercino's pointing of St. 
Bruno in the desert, which Shelley saw in Bologna in 
1818. A letter, to peacock from Bologna, written 
shortly after Shelley's visit to the art gallery 
where he saw the pointing, reveals his "fascinated 
reversion", the letter (No. A86, Jones ed; elasendon, 
1964, Vol'.. II) partly echoes the fragment in its 
phrasing and imagery. 
ODE TO LIBERTY 
117. LEO (John Robert). Criticism of consciousness in 
Shelley's a defence of poetry. Philosophy & literature. 
2, 1; 1978; 46-59. 
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Ode to liberty poetic experience is an 
originating moment unfolding our reflections and 
anticipations. Modernist readings of Shelley see 
the poem as a criticism of consciousness. The 
defence argues that imagination, related to 
metaphor, paradigm and polysemy, is synthesising, 
and reason, aligned with metonymy and contiguity, 
is analysing. The imaginative act, for Shelley as 
for Husserl, imagination works through felt 
experience within a consciousness regarding itself, 
Shelley's likewise shows imagination extending 
the circumference of perceptions. 
ODE TO WESTWIND 
118. COLLINS (Ben L). Stanzaic pattern of Shelley's Ode 
to the westwind. Keats-Shelley Journal. 19; 1970; 
7-8. 
This work employs Dante's stanza for the 
epic but integrates the concluding couplet. The 
couplet turns each stanza into a sonnet form and 
so shifts the poem from epic to lyric structure. 
119. FREIDERICH (^ e^inhort H). Apocalyptic mode and 
Shelley's Ode to the West Wind. Benalssancey 
Essays on Value in Literature. 36, 3; 1984; 161-70. 
The apocalyptic mode appeals because of its 
permanent and literal immediacy. A number of major 
images in the Ode to the Westwind can be illuminated 
by reference to the apocalypes. In the poem an 
apocalyptic storm sweeps the world into confusion and 
order. The same wind that whirls the dying leaves into 
frenzy guides the winged seed to rest until their 
springtime resurrection. 
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TRUTH AND lEAUTY" 
120. lASKlYAR (D). "Truth and Beauty" in Shelley. Indian 
Journal ef Bnellah Studies. 7; 1*66? 73-t5. 
Shelley's poetry was net only a description of 
life but also the emlMdlment of truth. Shelley's passion 
for truth was also reflected In his personal eonduct. 
Truth moral value to him just as beauty Is. lut his 
approach to the concept of ]»eduty Is more emotional 
than Intellectual because he thinks that Ideal beauty 
prepares man for a direct and Immediately perception 
of truth. 
PHILOSOPHICAL POEMS, SPIPSYCHIDION 
121. BRIGHT (Michael H). Pleasure house In Shelley's 
eplpsychldlon. American Notes and Quesrles. 17, 4; 
19Tt 55-7. 
The amblyuous origin of the house in the poem 
can be explained by references utslde the poem. 
Shelley seems to parallel Ideas of Sir Joshua Reynolds 
on Craftmanshlp and Inspiration and also aesthetic 
principles of the Itth century* 
122. BROWN (Richard E). Role of Dente in Eplpsychldlon. 
Cemoaratlve Literature. 30, 3; l»7t; 223-35. 
Shelley modeled his classic poems after Dante's 
%(orks. Epipshchidien is addressed to two groups of 
readers as is the Vita Nuora. Both poets created 
narrators who are tongue-tied in the presence of their 
lost beloveds when they finally appears. Although 
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beatrice is a pervasive presence in Dante's works« 
Emily's appearance is sudden and unanticipated* Beth 
p«et8 use light as metaphor £er human love. By 
lnv«kinf Dante, Shelley allows his presence to 
interpret the p«etic speaker in diverse ways. 
PROMETHEUS 
123. DeLUCA (V A). Style of millennial announcement in 
promethens unbound. Keats-Shellev Journal. 2i; lf7»; 
7i-101. 
For Shelley, the millenniam, ideal of moral 
excellence, results from the passing of tyranny. 
Stylistically, millennial announcements in prometheus 
appear in speeches of the spirit the earth, the spirit 
of the hour, and panthea's vision of the earth-
chariot. S\ibtle strategies, avoiding syst^n, involve 
imagery, syntax, diction, associations, and shifts in 
emphasis. Shelley views possibilities of human history 
through specific elues to millennial announcements as 
he underlines the role of poetry as enlarger of the 
mind. 
124. DUERKSEN (Ronald). Shelley's Prometheus: destroyer and 
preserver. Studies in English literature. It, 4; 
197t; 625-3S. 
Shelley's prometheus is both creator and 
destroyer. He symbolizes the revolutionary realization 
that calculation and violence are one and that only 
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love is the basis o£ humanity. The development 
of prometheus*s character throufhout the play shows 
his growth in realizing the creative power of love 
symbolized by his ultimate with asca. Shelley 
perceived that until prometheus because the 
destroyer of jupitor's power he will not be able to 
become the savior of humanity. 
125, NEUFELDT (Leonard N). Poetry as subversion* The 
unbinding of Shelley's prometheus. Anqlia: Zeitschrift 
fiir Enalische »hiloloqie. 95, 1; lf77; 60-16. 
Most critics of Shelley's prometheus unbound 
have been content to remain within a history of ideas 
framework. If one really wishes to see the implications 
in this poetic drama/ however, one must analyze the 
poetry as a subversive force, ready to overturn 
accepted modes of thought and poetic expression. 
Close attention to such matters as poetic, tone and 
even punctuation shows "how prometheus" mind frees itself, 
and how it is that a new poetry can regulate and 
justify itself and become the progenitor of still 
newer forms. 
126. SPSRRY (Stuart M). Necessity and the role of the 
hero in Shelley's prometheus unbound. PMLAt Publications 
of the Modern Language Association. 96, 2; 19tl; 242-54. 
The traditional view of Shelley's drama is that 
prometheus*s moral recognition and repetence are the 
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source for the millennial regeneration which the 
play dramatizes. Shelley's analysis of the power of 
the Universal necessity as well as his profound 
awareness of man's existential situation. 
127. WOC^mAM (Ross). Androgyne in prometheus unbound. 
Studies in Romanticism. 20, 2; IftO; 225-47. 
The androgyne seen in the reunion of Asia and 
prometheus is the ideal prototype of the revolution 
Shelley envisioned. It is achieved when prometheus 
with draws from his own limited maleness, allowing 
the feminine which is in every man to take control 
or when the poet unites with his feminine soul in 
"the still cave" of his mind making possible the 
creation of poetry. The new age will be characterized 
by the union of all opposites into one harmonious 
whole. 
influence on POETRY, RUSSIAN 
12t. HARVE (James A), Promethean Syndrome. Comparative 
Literature Studies. 13, 1? If7i; 31-9. 
Mikhail Yurievich Lermontov's poem Deaon resembles 
Shelley's prometheus unbound theologically. Both poems 
are in the European tradition dealing with God and man 
with evil and human destiny. Prometheus unbaound has 
a Shelleyon hero whereas Demon has a Byronic hero. Both 
are political and social allegories dealing with power* 
status and God's injustice, but lermontor is not so 
interested is prehistory as Shelley is. Inlermentor 
good over comes evil because evil overreaches itself 
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wnereas in Shelley God is the projection of man's 
worst qualities, Shelley puts his faith in humanity 
and sides with his hero, but Lermontor believe 
perfection comes only after; life. 
SENSITIVE PLANT 
12f. PIXTON (William H), Sensitive plant: Shelley's 
acquiescence to agonsticism. Ball State University 
Forum» 14, 4; Aut, 1973; 35-44. 
Although most critics think this poem affirms 
life, it can also be viewed as a negative statement about 
humanity's abilities. The powerful death and decay 
images in part three contrast with and invalidate the 
hyperbolic beauty and sweetness in the first two parts. 
Shelley points out how fallible our sensory perceptions 
and our mental faculties are, depicting the human 
condition as one of net knowing and not being able to 
know. 
TRIUMPH OF LIFE 
130. Abbey (Lloyd). Apocalyptic Scepticism: The imagery of 
Shelley's the triumph of life. Keats^Shellev Journal. 
27; 197i; 70-8«. 
The poem is the poetic portrayal of total humean 
scepticism. It raises not only a profusion of unanswered 
philosophical questions, but also the rwnralizing humean 
issue. Are answers possible? It focuses thin issue primarily 
through, the protean metemorphoses of images which, 
when first presented, se&n to transcend the mutability of 
the phenomenal world. Thus, the poem challenges the 
human capacity to image forth, and thus to know, the 
ultimate reality underlying phenomena, and therefore the 
reality of the phenomenal world is also called into 
question. 
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131, EGGENSCHWILER (David). Sexual parody in the trixanph 
of life. Concerning poetrv. 5, 2; 1972; 28-3€. 
Shelley's earlier poems erotic imagery sugfested 
ideal beauty and spiritual transcendence. In the 
Triumph of life (lt22) sexuality is demonic and e 
destructive. Ironic self parody marks "the change is 
Shelley's attitudes toward the value and limit of 
all natural esqperience. 
WANDERING JEW 
132. ZIMANSKY (Curt R). Shelley's wandering Jew. Some 
borrowings, from lewis and i^adeliffe. Studies in 
enqlish literature. It, 4; 1978; 597-609. 
In cauto III of the poem, the account of Salan's 
raising and the exorcism scene both show the Influence 
of the Monts. Don Raymouds rescue of agnes from the 
iprioress owes a good deal to several novels by 
Radcliffe. 
WITCH OF ALTAS 
133. CRONIN (Richard). Shelley's witch of altas. Keats-
Shelley Journal. 26a 1977; tt-lOO. 
The poem is the culmination of ^helley's attempt 
to absorb the (comic) Byronic manner, of which Peter Bell 
the third and the translation of the Homeric Hymn to 
Mercury are earlier examples. Its humor is for the most 
port verbal and most often takes the form of verbal 
incongruity.Shellfy was interested in exploring the 
difference between the real and the imaginary,by his 
images he does not fuse but confuses the two. 
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', role In MARY'S FRANiOENSTEIN 
134. MURRAY (E B). Shelley's contribution to Mary's Frankenstein. 
. Keats-Shelley Memorial Association Bulletin. 2 9; l§7t; 
50-68". 
No mere eroendator or minor collaborator, Shelley 
contributed roufhtly 1,000 words to the text of Frankenstein, 
S<»!ve of his changes were meant to heighten the gothic effect 
of the tale others to clarify Mary's occasional vaguensess, 
to correct grammatical and stylistic errors in the draft, 
and to bring her presentation in line with such dominant 
Shelleyan figures as the wondering Jew, Cain and the outease. 
VISION OF THE SEA 
135. MAYER (ElsieF). Notes on the composition of avision of 
the sea. Keats-Shelley Journal. 2t; 157f; 17-20. 
Shelley's composing practice, events of the year 
and Mary Shelley's notes suggest the poem's genesis at 
Livorno. A preliminary draft accurately tified and following 
the poet's customary procedure, appears among ltl9 
writings. The Shelley residence at livorno extended from 
their son's death, in June, to October ltl9. With other 
references to locate cAd to grief, this fact supports 
dating the beginning of the poem's composition in 1«19. 
WORLD'S MYSTERIOUS DOOM, CRITICISM 
136. HCaxsoN (John A). World's mysterious doom: Shelley's the 
triumph of life. English Literary History. 42, 4; 1975; 
595-662. 
Though this work in unfinished, it centres on a 
pessimistic view of man's, spirit; "good & the means of 
good" an incompatible. Life's contraries are not 
reconcilable. 
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WOcfflSWDaiH, ANTPDIDGIiSS 
137. Biiuaa (N S tephen) . Wordsworth and the e a r l y a n t h o l o g i e s . 
L i b r a r y . 27, 1; Mar, 1972; 37-45. 
Although Worthworth p e r s i s t e n t l y refused t o al low 
h i s poems to be p u b l i s h e d i n d i v i d u a l l y in the annua l s and 
a n t h o l o g i e s , he did appear in a rew annuals and In a t l e a s t 
36 a n t h o l o g i e s between 1798 and 1836. These a n t h o l o g i e s 
"were probably more in s t rumen ta l than has been r e a l i z e d in 
g iv ing some readers t h e i r only con tac t with t h e p o e t . " 
., BALLADS, CRITICISM by^  GOLERIDGB 
138. BIAIDSTOSKBY (Don H) . C o l e r i d g e ' s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of 
Wordsworth's preface to l y r i c a l b a l l a n d s . P u b l i c a t i o n s of 
t h e Modem Language Assoc ia t ion of America. 9 3 . 5 ; 1978;912-24. 
About t h e choice of r u s t i c s u b j e c t s for p o e t r y , 
Cole r idge Ignored Woriswor th ' s con tex t and so took an 
exp lana t ion of why such a sub jec t i s s u i t a b l e as an a r g u -
ment t h a t t h e sub jec t i s per se des l rable ,Wordsworth i s 
t a l k i n g about syn tax not t he d l f feEanee between d i r e c t and 
f i g u r a t i v e language . To region Wordsworth's arguments we 
must f r e e them t h e common c r i t i c a l approach through co l e r idge , 
, , 03ITICIS!5VP0ST.'S PSYCHOLOGY 
139« PAGE ( Jud i th w).Words worth and the psychology of meter . Papers 
on languag^e and l i t e r a t u r e . 2 1 . 3 ; 1935; 275-94. 
Wordsworth's p o e t i c p r a t l c e c o n t r a d i c t s and d i s c r e d i t s 
t he idea of languge and meter . Wordsworth p r e s e n t s in t h e p r e -
face to l y r i c a l B a l l a d s . The emotions heightened and subdued 
by ineter in t h e e a r l y spo ts of t ime a re des i red from exper iences 
of c h i l d h o o d . The p h y s i c a l motion a s s o c i a t e d with t he se e x p e r i -
ences t akes shape In the meteracal form of the p o e t r y . J u s t 
as Wordsworth r e p r e s e n t s t h e Inf luence of p a s t exper iences in 
h i s p o e t r y , h e a l so r e p r e s e n t s the In f luence of previous poe t s 
by f requent a l i u s l o u s . 
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lAST BBGTMTNG 
140. JOHNSTON (Kenneth R). Wordsworth's l a s t Beginning : The Recluse 
in 1 8 n a . .Tnnmal nf lgngH«h T.4+arory TT< ofr^ rx2- 4 3 , 3 ; I 9 7 6 ; 316-41 
Tuft of preinroses,llke Home a t Graamere, sh i f t s from 
vrordswotth's in te t lon to raediate "in the au tho r ' s own person" 
to a se r i e s of meditations on the author . Sensing t h i s fa l se 
s tep inward, wordsworth t r i e s , in primroses, to "turn from 
egocentric to socia l v i s i o n . " 
MICHAEL 
t 4 t . HBLIE (Handel), Genesis of wordsworth's Michael. English 
Language Notes. 15 ,1 ; 1977; 38-43. 
In addition to l oca l t r a d i t i o n s of westmoseland, words-
worth found In the Genesis s t o r i e s of Jacob and Joseph themes 
and mstlfs which enabled him to Invest Mlcheal with the dig-
n i ty and pathos lacking in the preceding ••doggerel" ballad -
Michael. 
, . AND MICHAEL AND LUKE 
142. MANNING (Peter J ) . Michael, luke , and wordsworth. Cri t ic ism 
19,3; 1977; 195-211. 
Krocher c a l l s Wordsworth's Michael the " high point" of 
hie na r r a t i ve poems. Our feel ings are deeply affected regardless 
of a scant iness ©f memorable Incidents and "unimpressive d e t a i l . ' 
Wordsworth's se l f - expiotation as be a s se r t s a d i s tance between 
na r r a to r and s tory pose questions examined in t i n t e m Abbey. 
The poem "exudes a sense *f mutual betrayal between youth and 
I t s e lders" and "repeats with var ia t ions the f a i l u re *f the 
younger generation to meet i t s obl igat ions" to those e lde r s . 
Poetic force o r ig ina tes in the understatements of"tthe poets as 
the paradigm working Inwardly a f fec ts us l i k e "half submerged 
Intui t ion of our own Inner l i v e s . " 
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.,PRBPAOB,CRITICISM,LITERARY THBDRY. 
U 3 . ALTIBRI (Charles) • Wordsworth's preface as l i t e r a r y t h e t r y . 
Crl t lc is iB. 18;2; sp,1976; 122-46. 
Luding Wittgenstein and his f e l l o e r s give us a new 
context in which to find the "Concepteral power of wordswortb's 
preface to the secend edition of the l y r i c a l b a l l a d s , " words-
wotth was bas ica l ly as empir ic is t poet but an i d e a l i s t ph i l o s -
opher. This leads to a model or shared fee l ings which allows 
new ins ights 4f a n a t u r a l i s t reading of wordsworth. C r i t i c a l 
s tudies that rely on " a radical dichottmy between nature and 
mind* suffer from i t s f a l s enes s . 
, .TINTBRN ABBEY 
144. BYRD (Max). Metamorphtsis and t i n t e m abbey: Two n o t e s . 
Modem philology. 81 ,1 ; 1983;24-34. 
In t i n t e m Abbey wordsworth sp i r i t na l i zed nature «y 
describing resiprocal transformattans of one thing into another 
as in the metamorphosis of speaker to roe to man in 11.65-75. 
Wordsworth may have borrowed from Erasmus Darwins Zoonomia the 
notion tha t nature cont ians an "animating s p i r i t " which set i t 
in Q»9tion. 
145. GERARD (Albert S ) . Exploring t i n t e m abbey. Cr i t i c s on Words, 
worth : Readings in l i t e r a r y Cr i t ic ism. 1973; 58^69. 
•Tintem Abbey' shares with Coler idge 's 'The Bollan Harp' 
the dubions honour or being one of the most lopsldedly quoted 
poems in the whole corpus of English romantic poet ry , intimation 
ofhuman presence brings the landscape cBescription to a climax . 
To Knowledge belong h is sensory apprehension of nature the 
healing power of :his memory or nature h i s past and Dorothy's 
present emotional Involvement in nature,domlnatln|f mood of the 
grea ter par t of 'Tintem Abbey' i s one of pe rp lex i ty . 
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146, HAYDfiN (John 0 ) . Road to "Tintem Abbey". wordsworth Olrc le . 
12, 4; 1981; 211-16. 
Wordsworth read demonstration h is use of exis t ing mate-
r i a l from the poems. Wordsworth used not just phi losophical 
Ideas but sounds, rhythms and Images. A comparison oithe 
cento and t i n t e m abbey shows how l i t e r a r y wordsworth was, 
the sources on which he drew, and how edectlc he was in his 
borrowings. 
147 HODGSON (John A). Wordsworth's d i a l e c t i c a l transcendentalism, 
1798; Tintem abbey. Cr i t i c i sm. 18,4; Aut, 1976; 367-30. 
The stages of human i n t e l l e c t l c a l evolution cons t i tu t e 
the phi losophical plan in Tintem abbey ; and according to 
Arthur Beatty William wordsworth : h i s doct r ine and a r t in t h e i r 
h l s t r l c a l r e l a t i o n s . Wordsworth borrowed from the philosoph;^ 
01 locks and also from associat ionism. Wordsworth's t ranscen-
dentalism consis ts of the human minds development as the fos t -
erer of na ture , causing the s p i r i t to return upon I t s e l f and 
to nur ture a human being with an unexpected imaginative reward. 
148. MANIQUIS (Robert M). Comparison, i n t ens i ty and time in t i n t e m 
abbey. Cr i t i c i sm. 11 , 4; 1969; 358-82. 
Using adject ives and adverbs as intensi5res,and uncomp-
leted comparatives, wordsworth emphasizes ideas on transcenden-
ce and t ime, especial ly the presence of e t e r n i t y in t ime. These 
syntac t ic s t ruc tu res suggest a re la t ionsh ip and no absolute 
temporal d i s t inc t ion Is the poe t ' s accumulated experience, 
present and fu ture , Spec i r icaa l ly comparatives andintenslves 
serve to ver i fy present fee l ings to imply l inks to past 
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experience, and to point to the fu ture . The p o e t ' s ear thly 
experience combined with a consciousness of continuous be-
coming l i n a l l y generates not ions of transcendence. 
149. McNULTY (J BASD), Self awareness Is the making of t l n t e m 
abbey. Wordsworth 01 ro le , 12,2; 1981; 97-9. 
Wordsworth's se l f - awareness of the act of composttljn 
controls important ex t r ins ic and In t r in s i c aspects of t l n t e m 
abbey. The consequences of t h i s liact a r e , tha t t l n t e m abbey 
i s an "impromptude" according to the note t© the 1800 ed i t ion , 
the admission of '•Vain b e l i e f in l i n e s 49-50, the expansion 
of the time span of associa t ions with the wye va l l ey from 
5 to 7 years , and the closing passage addressed to Dorothy. 
150. ViDLPSON (Susan J ) . Speaker as questioner in l y r i c a l ba l l ads . 
Journal of Riglish & Geramarlc Philology. 77, 4; 1978; 546-68. 
Unlike the t r a d i t i o n a l pa t te rns of question and response 
found in e a r l i e r poetry, wordsworth frequently uses questions 
without a p o s s i b i l i t y of an appropr ia te response as key device 
to evoke mystery. Ind even in 'T ln tem Abbey' the t en ta t ive hy-
pothesis concerning h is s i s t e r ' s memory of him arouses "crucial 
questions about cont inui ty and renewaftlllty"!, and reminds 
readers of the raysterlers tha t can be grasped only by f a i t h . 
,conreaig#d with, COLERIDGE 
151. HEYDM (John 0 ) . Wordsworth and Coleridge : Shattered mirrors , 
shining lamps, Wordsworth Ci rc le , 21 ; 1981; 71-81. 
Wordsworth and Coleridge wore not romantic theovls t s as 
Abrams has defined romantic ism, they held views of mimesis and 
univers i ty c lose r to the c l a s s i c Aris to le t lon t r a d i t i o n . 
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Wordaw®rth's and colerldgea theo re t i ca l wri t ings are exp l l c l ty 
•n the side of the necessary connections between l i t e r a t u r e 
and l i f e and the importance of the un iversa l , the essen t ia l s of 
the Ar ts to le t lan t r a d i t i o n . 
, compared witb« PB3ST STBTBSS 
152. B90WWICH (David). Wordsworth, Prost , Stevens and the poetic 
voca t i tn . Studies In Roman t i c lam. 21 ,1 ; 1982; 87-100. 
Wordsworth viewed an images as a p ic tu re which had con t i -
nuing worth because i t could be shared by o t h e r s . The modem 
poet does not share h is view of vocat i tn and sees the Imge as the 
imaginative reworking of a p i c tu re which i s of Important only 
to the poet himself. Therefore, he does not feel wordsworth's 
sense of l o s s when he can not serve o t h e r s . 
, CeiTICTSM 
155. SSID ( I a n ) . Naked guide p o s t ' s double bead : Wordswortbian 
sense of d i r e c t i o n . Journal of English L i t e ra ry History. 43, 
4; 1976; 538^50. 
Nakedness, of e i the r surroundings or f igu re , is a p re l i -
minary for v i s i t a t i o n by the crea t ive s p i r i t , for desolat ion 
wi l l be balanced by " exu l t a t ion . " Wordsworth makes us aware 
of the deceptive d u a l i t i e s of human exls tance , and of a possi* 
b i l i t y of se l f - transmulation into "God - l i k e power,•• 
, . and OONTRADICTIDIT COMPLEXITY 
154. SWINGLg (L J ) . Wordsworth's c o n t r a r l t i e s : prelude to Words-
worth tan complexity. Baglish language Notes. 44, 2: 1977; 
337-54. 
Wordsworth's poetry contains con t r ad ic t ions . They can 
not comfortably be a t t r i bu ted e i t he r to the poets development or 
his inner d i a l e c t i c . They are , ra ther par t of a de l i be r a t e 
s t ra tegy to manipulate the reader ; they teach ds to accept 
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cont ra r ie ty and to learn to see ourselves. 
DICTION 
155. AVBHY (Chr i s t i ne ) . Notes on Wordsworth's d i e t ion. English 
s t u d i e s . 49, 4; Aug,1968; 334-40. 
One in te rpre ta t ion of wordsworth's p r inc ip le of 
s impl ic i ty in d ic t ion i s tha t he saw words as the wires l inking 
people on the telephone and meaning as ane lec t r i c current 
passing through them. The resul t was that h i s d ic t ion differed 
from that of the 18th century poets not so much in the actual 
words used as in the frees flow of mind through them. 
. HUMAN OONDISIONS 
156. PAflKJSB (Kenneth), Wordsworth's s o l i t a r i e s . English s tudies in 
Africa. 15 ,1 ; Mar,1972; 15-32. 
For wordsworth's s o l i t a r i e s (Children, beggers, i d io t s 
e t c . ) love of nature does not lead to love of man , for these 
f igures related to the external world to a supernatural world 
or both, but seldom to other men. Wordsworth saw the human 
condi t ions as e s sen t i a l l y so l i t a ry and considered himself cas t 
in tha t same mold. The p o e t ' s f a i l u r e to resolved t h i s ambi-
valence was probably related to h i s conviction that so l i tude 
was the key to h is c r ea t i ve power. 
, IMAGINATION 
157. STEVENSON (John W). Seeing is bel ieving : Wordsworth's modem 
v i s ion . Virginia Quarterly Review. 53, 1; 1977; 86-97. 
Wordsworth's vision i s a simple one of growth and 
i d e n t i t y . Inseparable from modem l i t e r a t u r e , the vision i s a 
stage through which modern imagination passes . Wordsworth 
ins i s t ed ©n the primery of the imagination in our l i v e s ; I t 
i s a synthesis of sensory perception with i n t e l l e c t u a l conception 
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which sus ta ins I t s e l f by an a* of w i l l . The v is ion , a r i s i ng 
out of revealing moments In experience, i s "a renovating v l t tue" 
in which the personal u t te rance becomes a public performance. 
The se l f f inds I t s s t ruc tu re In a new angle of v i s ion . 
, , int luence of HARTLFT 
N 
158. LAMB (Jonathan) .Hartley and Wordsworth : Philosophical lang-
uage and f igures of the subl ine . Modem language Notes, 
97, 5; 1982;10#4- 85. 
Wordsworth follows Hartley In asser lng tha t language 
forms experience. Both draw on 18th century theor ies of 
Philosophical language", which sees language as reifying the 
objects of experience. For wordsworth the imaglnatidn does 
not r u l e s , as coler ldge asser ted , bjit ra ther reacts to experi-
ence, wordsworth exploi ts t h i s theory In the d i spu r l t y between 
language and objects and In the a t ten t ion of the nar ra tor to 
seemingly t r i v i a l p a r t i c u l a t e In the id io t boy and the thorn, 
a use of f igures sanctioned by longinus . 
, , LANGUAGE 
159« iUMS^ (JonathaB). Wordsworth and Childhood of language. 
Orl t lcism. 18,3; sum, 1976; 243-55. 
Wordsworth's descr ip t ions of childhood many times 
reanimate noxi~verbal condit ions of cognizance, showing us 
language I s e a r l i e s t conformations with cogi ta t ion and sen-
t i e n c e . His poetry explores the evolvement of moral speech 
from the primal a r t i c u l a t i o n of children to the vo lub i l i ty of 
the complex adu^-t mind and f i n a l l y the p la lness which i s re-
stoored the men by old age. 
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MIRHOR IMAGERY 
160. SPflCTOH (Steven J ) . Wordsworth's mirror Imagery and the pic tures-
que t r a d i t i o n . Journal of Bngllsh l i t e r a r y h i s t o r y . 44, 1; 
1977; 85-107. 
Wordsworth's imagery Is In the t r ad i t ion of the I8th 
century p lc tureseque. One of the pervasive formulas of mlrror-
tng Is the Inverted ref lec t ion on water ' s surface sean as a 
pa in t ing . Wordsworth adapts the ref lect ion imagery to depict 
doableness In memory. 
, , OBJECTS OP POETRY 
161. DURRANT (Geoffrey). Wordsworth and the poetry of o b j e c t s . 
Mosaic. 5,1;1971; 107-119. 
Wordsworth's concern I s with both language and the 
experience tha t underl ies I t . He shows In h i s account of h i s 
own development In the prelude add in h i s poetic p rac t i ce tha t 
poetry was» for him, the management of words and of those ob-
j e c t s to which the human mind a t taches special s ign i f icance . 
, , PRDTBST lOBTRY 
162. GILL (Stephan C). JWventures on Salisbury plan and wordsworth's 
poetry of p ro tes t 1795-97. Studies In Romanticism. 11,1; Win, 
1972; 48-65. 
Wordsworth's In t e re s t s •• development cons i s ten t ly througfc 
h is soc ia l and p o l i t i c a l poetry od 1795-1797 to incorporate 
the understanding of soc ia l a f f a i r s into the analys is of the 
human mind." Godwin's Caleb William (1794) the poem deals 
with the power of love in human re la t ionships and the e f fec t s 
of exclusion from human soc ie ty . 
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UNIVERSAL DANCE 
163. GAtfflfiR (Freder ick) . Wordsworth a t the universa l dance. Studies 
in romapticism. 8,3; sp, 1969; 168-82, 
I wandered lonely as a cloud concentrates not only on 
"the qual i ty of the observations seeing? but on "what he sees , " 
As in " t l n t e m abbey", "A.Night piece" and the prelude booklT, 
the vis ion i s ol a toarriage of earth and sky. This i s combined 
with a vision of a l l things dancing the platonic universa l dance, 
suggested also in the two April mornings. The two images unify 
a l l th ings , including the observer, into one geat whole, 
, , VIOLENCE-, ABANI30NED TOMAN 
164. HYLESTONB (Anne). Violence and the abandoned woman in words-
worth 's poetry . Massachusette s tud ies in English. 7 , 3; 1980; 
40-56. 
Violence always coexis ts with Wordsworth's c l ea r ly 
autobiographical preoccupation with abandoned woman and des-
t i t u t e mothers. Perhaps t h i s pa t te rns suggests some violence 
revolutionery or personal action which exiled him from franee, 
, WHITER'S BLOCK 
165. FSDSGE (Thomas 8 ) . Wordsworth's baggers and a br ief instance of 
"wr i t e r ' s block". Studies in Romanticism. 21,4; 1982; 619-36. 
The d i f f i cu l ty wordsworth had in wri t ing beggers shows 
that the "anxiety of se l f effaoement" could be caused by some-
thing he had read - Dorothy's Journal in t h i s Instance. His 
solution was to make peace with the source of t h i s problem by 
using Dorottj-y's language instead f ight ing i t . 
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WRITING as EXPERT MCS 
166. CDNHAD ( P e t e r ) . Miser ies o f the t e r t . New S ta t e smao .3 : June , 
23; 1978; 848-9 . 
Por Wordswor th ' s ,wr i t ing was a compensation for h i s 
i n a b i l i t y to exper ience t h i n g s . Rewrit ing a f t e r an exper ience 
i s the mind's v i c t o r y over the exper ience which roused i t from 
i t s v i s i o n a r y t o r p o e . Memory pe rmi t s the s u b j e c t s to see 
himself as an ob jec t in r e c a l l i n g himself a s he was in h i s 
own p a r t . He wrote to escape from himsel f . 
, DAPPODILS, CRITICISM, IMAGINATION 
167. PHICKETT ( S t e p h e n ) . Wordsworth's un -co le r idgean imag ina t ion . 
C r i t i c s on wordsworth 1 Readings in l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m . 1973; 
102-10. 
In wordsworth the power of p o e t i c c r e a t i o n seems almost 
always t o we l l up from wi th in him, Tkordeworth's 'Daf fod i l f ' 
we can see how h i s sense of d i s l o c a t i o n and l o n e l i n e s s i s 
healed by h i s v i s i o n of t h e d a f f o d i l s in t h e wind on the shore 
o r wa t e r , a t f i r s t s i g h t a ' f l u t t e r i n g crowd* to a p e r c e p -
t i o n of o r d e r and harmony as 'a dancing h o s t ' . He i s g iv ing 
h i s poem a s p e c i f i c l o c a l s e t t i n g in t ime and p l a c e . The pain;* 
f u l p rocess or g a t h e r i n g an ever d e c l i n i n g number o r l eeches 
i s c e r t a i n l y a very ambiguous images ofpoet ic c r e a t i o n . 
, DRAMA 
168. MATHUR (0 P ) . Wordsworth and the drama . L i t e r a r y c r i t e r i o n . 
9 , 1 ; Win,1969; 42-47 . 
Though some q u a l i t i e s of wordsworth 's p o e t r y are un-
d r a m a t i c , elements t h a t reveal t r a i t s o r a d r a m a t i s t one s k i l l 
in p l o t c o n s t r u c t i o n and i n t e r e s t in c h a r a c t e r and psychology, 
in common people and t h e i r l anguage . In the v i l l i a n Oswald, 
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Wordsworth may have embodied the tnoral dangers which he had 
avo ided , and in t h e hero Marmaduke, t h o s e human q u a l i t i e s 
which be hoped to a c h i e v e . Had t h i s p l ay not been r e j e c t e d , 
he might have become a r epu tab le d r a m a t i s t . 
, • ^ , i n f l uence of SHAKESPEARE 
169. OW^ (W J B ) . Borderers and t h e a e s t h e t i c s or drama. Words-
worth C i r c l e . 6 ,4 ; i u t , 1 9 7 5 ; 227-39. 
Wordsworth used Shakespeare in h i s p lay in an a t te i jp t 
t o work wi th in t h e e a r l i e r t r a g i c concep t , a consc ious e f f o r t 
f u r t h e r supported by t h e p la j - ' s p r e f a c e . Wordsworth invokes 
Shakespeare ' s a u t h o r i t y in pha ras ing c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n scenes 
i n c i d e n t s to add wieght to b i s own ve r s ion of t r a g e d y . His 
p re face echoes t h e l a t e I8th cen tu ry t r a d i t i o n of formal 
c h a r a c t e e a a a l y s i s found in V o r t o n ' s , Mbrgann's and Richard-
s o n ' s c r i t i c a l e s s a y s . 
, EPICS,influence of IDBBSPIBRRB 
170. SpaiNGBH ( C a r o l i n e ) . Par from t h e madding CTrowd : Wordsworth 
and the news of Robesp i e r r e ' s d e a t h . Wordsworth C i r c l e . 
12 ,4 ; 198J; 245^5. 
The Robespierre episode i s an epi logue t o wordswortb 's 
account of h i s time in f r a n c e , a j u s t i f i c a t i o n of h i s retuim 
t o England and a prophecy of the p o e t ' s imagina t ive r e s t o r a t i o n , 
h i s recovery or h i s p a s t , e s p e c i a l l y h i s boyhood. 
, EPICS,PREIJUDE 
171 . OWBN (w J B) . l i t e r a r y echoes in the p r e l u d e . Wardsworth C i r c l e . 
3 , 1 ; Win,1972; 3-16. 
Wordsworth chose to use f requent echoes when t h e i r 
e f f e c t i v e n e s s was so u n c e r t a i n . Bes ides in a p p r o p r i a t e 
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to woEdswocth I n d i v i d u a l l y , a n d a l s o to hira as p a r t of l i t e r a r y 
t r a d i t i o n . The prime reason f o r t h e a l l u s i o n s i s t h e concept 
of " a u t h o r i t y " , a t r a i n i n g i n w r i t i n g poe t ry out of o n e ' s own 
t h o u g h t s , but In t h e words o foo ther men. 
, , ,C4RD GJMBS 
172. WATSON ( J R). Wordsworth's card games. Wordsworth C i r c l e . 
6 ; 4 ; au t ,1975 ; 299-302. 
Wordsworth's passage in t h e pre lude ,book I , o n t h e 
card game i n v i t e s comparison with papers card game in the 
rape of t h e lock,The c o n t r a s t between wordsworth ' s humble 
c o t t a g e and innocent c h i l d r e n ' s play and p o p e ' s Hampton 
cour t i s a p p a r e n t . Wordsworth's handl ing of the " s o l d i e r s " 
of h i s " t h i c k - ribed army" in t h i s passage i s a fore runner to 
h i s d ischarged s o l d i e r passage in book IV. 
. CHARAGTBRISTIGS OP 
GtUNDE GHARTREUSE., 
t 7 3 . KISHEL ( J o s e p h ) , Wordsworth and t h e Grande C h a r t r e u s e . 
Wordsworth c i r c l e . 1 2 , 1 ; 1981; 82 -8 . 
Wordsworth's f i n a l i n c l u s i o n of t h e grand Char t reuse 
passage in t h e p r e lude i s an important s t e p i s the r ev i s i on 
p r o c e s s and I t c a s t s l i g h t on h i s ambiguous ad changing idea 
on r e v o l u t i o n , both p o l i t i c a l and p o e t i c . The passage a n t i -
c i p a t e s t h e poets l o s s of f a i t h in t h e french r evo lu t ion and 
f o r e c a s t s h i s v i s i o n of -h i s own imag ina t ive powers. 
_, , , CIIILIBDOD 
174, ^DaGAN (Edwin) . P re lude to t h e p r e l u d e , O r i t i c s on Wordsworth 
Readings in l i t e E a r y C r i t i c i s m . 1973; 78iIWI 
Wordsworth d e s c r i b e s t b main even t s of h i s l i f e a s a 
c h i l d a t s c h o o l , a t Cambridge,in the Alps, in London, and in 
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franee in considerable d e t a i l ad with some reflect ion on t h e ^ . 
In h i s childhood en t i r e l i f e , are seen as sun l i t v i s t a s of 
physical landscape. The one beauty on which his imagination 
feel was the beauty of n a t u r e . Tt i s r igh t ly named ' t he prelude' 
because i t i s the preludet to an unwritten poem. Tt is a record 
of the past a creat ion of poetry out of the in terac t ion of past 
and present ; and a t r i a l f l i g h t for imagined poetry of the 
fu ture . 
, , , GOLBRIDGE in SICILY 
175. METZGiiR (Lore) . Coleridge in s i c i l y : A pes to ra l interlude 
in the pre lude. Genre.11;1; 1978; 63-82. 
Prelude, at the end cof book'10,100 l ines are addresses 
to Coleridge, wordsworth^s f r iend, muse, pat ron, guide and 
ideal aud i t o r . His se l f ex i le to s iBi iy i s described in pas to-
ra l conventions, as the imprisonment of coraats. The na r ra to t^s 
p leas for the recovery of Coler idge 's health are seen as 
honey res t ror ing del ight and poet ic power to the pr i soner . 
Wordsworth asks the landscape to resdtdre h i s f r i end ' s s p i r i t 
and sumtnons theocr i tus to heal l i n e s . 
, , , CRITICISM 
176. WBISKSL (Thomas). Wordsworth and the de f i l e of the word. 
Seorgia Review. 29,1; sp,1975; 154-80. 
Addressed to andr i r s t read to co ler idge , wordsworth's 
prelude real ly has himself as I t s audience. Therapeutic at 
f i r s t in tha t he wished to " f i x the wavering balance" of his 
mind, the poem also grants a genia l mood to wordsworth as he 
seeks to find meaning and substance in h is e a r l i e r years . He 
achieves these aims throagh " an order of iraaginAttonoor meinajcy 
and an order of symbol or speech. Gfoing from image symbol i s 
an avenue to conscious power i s going from symbol to image i s 
ooze huoan i s t i c . 
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HISTOSICAL TMAGINiTTDN 
177. GiTJSS (Barlwia). Prelude and the development or wordswortb's 
h i s t o r i c a l ineginat lon. Etudes Angl^iagg* 30,2; 1977; 169-78. 
One important aspect oi the poem Is the growth of the 
poe t ' s object ive awareness or the pas t . Thus, the Inspiring 
past df Cambridge un ivers i ty offsets i t s disappointing present 
while the confusing s p a t i a l impact of London comes to he 
redeemed by h is awareness or i t s h i s t o r y , Wordsworth seeking 
to imaginatively master the consciousness of human b r u t a l i t y 
gained through h i s experience of the French revolut ion. Here 
for the f i r s t time the naraator t e l l s ofthe past from his 
own vantage point . 
IMAGINiTION BXPERIBNCE 
178. OGDBN (John T) , Structure of imaginative experience in words-
worth 's prelude, Wordsworth c i r c l e , 6 ,4 ; iu t ,1975; 26o-8. 
Wordsworth's the prelude represents and manifesto the 
s t ruc tu re of imaginative experience tha t proceeds from expect-
t a t l o n , through an in t e r rup t ion , to an in terpenet ra t lon of 
mind and object to a f i n a l explanation. This paradigm appears 
i s such minor works as there was a boy and i s the "spots of 
time" episodes, but i s most fu l ly manifested in the prelude , 
The s t ruc tu re governs the overa l l in Wordsworth's recol lect ion 
process and h is concept of poet ic composition. 
METHOD OF THOUGHT 
179. PIPER (H V), Aspect of Wordsworth's thought : 1793-7. 
Cri t ic ism Wordsworth t Readings in l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m , 
1973; 47-53. 
The prelude records that i t was during the next year, 
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1793 t h a t Wordsworth began to have f resh i n s i g h t in to the l i f e 
of n a t u r e , Wordsworth's expe r i ences had deepened the ph i lo soph t . 
c a l s p e c u l a t i o n s on l i v i n g n a t u r e i n to a b e l i e f in the p o s s i -
b i l i t y of r e a l c o n t a c t with t h e l i f e in n a t u r e , he had used 
the word imaginat ion to d e s c r i b e the power of t r u e response to 
n a t u r e . 
SFLF 
CONSCIOUSNESS 
180. HUMLIN (Cyrus ) . P o e t i c s of s e l f - consc iousness in europian 
Romanticism : H o l d e r l i n e ' s hyperion and Wordsworth's p re lude , 
Genre. 6 , 2 ; June ,1973; 142-77. 
Although the p re lude i s Wordsworth's mas te rp iece and 
hyper ion i s h o l d e r l i n e ' s a p p r e n t i c e s h i p , they use p a r a l l e l 
a u t o b i o g r a p h i c a l modes to understand themselves through the 
p o e t i c r econs t ruc t i on of expe r i ence . They share t h e s e l f 
r e f l e c t i v e role of t h e n a r r a t o r through when the development 
of s e l f consc iousness i s a ch i eved . They a r e r e t r o s p e c t i v e 
n a r r a t i v e s t r a c i n g t h e growth of t h e s p i r i t . Both a r e 
addresses to a f r i e n d . They p a r a d o x i c a l l y c l imax in moments 
of su r render to a h igher power. 
, , ,DEATH AND TMfORTALlTY 
181 . SHAKIR (jBvelyn). Books death and immor ta l i ty : A study of book 
V of t h e p r e l u d e . S tud ie s in romanticism. 8 , 3 ; sp ,1969; 156-67. 
In book V of t h e p re lude books a r e escapes from human 
l i m i t a t i o n s , e s p e c i a l l y t h e l i m i t a t i o n or d e a t h . The f ac t of 
pe r sona l mora l i ty i s not lamented , however i t i s used r a the r 
a s a metaphor fo r o the r forms of l o s s which a r e appa ren t ly 
more important to t h e p o e t , the l o s s of the a b i l i t y to enjoy 
once loved t h ings of mother and f a t h e r and e s p e c i a l l y of youth 
and i t s powers. 
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TJ^ iAGINATION 
182. HAHTMAN (Geofff^y H) . Imagina t ion in the p r e l u d e , T and VT. 
C r i t i c s on Vordswortb ; Headings in l i t e r a r y c g i t i c i s i n . 
1^ 73; 86-92. ^ 
The pre lude opens with a sucess immediately followed 
by a f a i l u r e . Wordsworth once aga in seas p re sen t good, l i k e 
p r e s e n t joy , s t r a g e l y opposed to t h e quickening of v e r s e . 
Wordsworth's f i r s t exper ience i s symptomatic to h i s c r e a t i v e 
d i f f i c u l t i e s , i t the end of h i s apos t rophe to imaginat ion 
Wordsworth repea ts the idea th*tr%he soul i s h a l t e d by i t s 
d i scovery a s a t r a v e l l e r by a sudden bank of m i s t . His d i r e c t 
cry I s broken off , replaced tiy an impersonal c o n s t r u c t i o n . 
, , ,?DUNT SHOVTDON i n r l u e n c e of 
CDLBRIDGB 
183. STEI'^LE ( D a n i e l ) . Revela t ion on mount snowdon : Wordsworth, 
Co l e r i dge , and the f i c h t e a n imag ina t ion . Journa l of A e s t h e t i c s 
and Art C r i t i c i s m . 2 9 , 3 ; sp ,1971 ; 37-84. 
The mount snowdon image i s t h e r i n a l book of t h e pre lude 
i s the " t r iumphal conclus ion of Wordsworth's ques t r o r a 
d e f i n i t i v e Image of t b c r e a t i v e i m a g i n a t i o n . " Although words-
worth admit ted t h a t he had never read "German metaphys ics . " 
when Wordsworth was w r i t i n g the p re lude he r e l i ed upon h i s 
memories of c o l e r i d g e s i dea s and t h e snowdon image has a s s o -
c i a t e d with both Coler idge f i c h t e . 
, , , NDT^NAL AND ACTUAL 
AUDIJSNGBS 
184. JACKSON (Geof f rey) . Nominal and a c t u a l audiences : some 
s t r a t e g i e s of communication in Wordsworth's p o e t r y . 
Wordsworth c i r c l e . 12,4; 1 f8 l ; 226 -31 . 
When Wordsworth turned from t h e s o l i t a r y mode of the 
b a l l a d s of 1798 to the communicative mode of t h e p re ldde he 
was aware t h a t he had to change h i s mode of communication and 
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h i s means or addressing his audience,The prelude seemingly a 
public poem, Is rea l ly addressed as a pr iva te coaimunication 
to Coleridge. 
, , ,OTHgLID AND THS DR5WNBD 
MiN _ 
185. MANNING (Peter J ) . Reading Wordsworth's revision : Othello 
and the drovmed man. Studies in Romanticism. 22,1; 1983; 3-28. 
In the prelude we find a sequence of scenes, often 
associated with refrences to o t h e l l o , in which the s t o r y t e l l e r 
t e l l s of daath and v io lence . Wordsworth's revisions of these 
scenes aimed at lessening the i r shock. He s t resses the consoling 
power of l i t e r a t u r e , through which the child f i r s t l ea rns of 
violence but also l ea rns to in tegra te such experiences into 
his life. 
, , , RET,^OLUTTON 
186. saDIUN (David V), Man who was not Napoleon. ' VAardsworth 
C i r c l e . 12,1; 1981; 92-6. 
Both the pre lude ' s account of Wordsworth's revolution-
ary a c t i v i t i e s and the borders hint a t wordsworth's involve-
ment in a revolutionary p lo t during oct-Nov.1792. Wordsworth 
was involved in the Jacbbin John Oswald's p lot to overthrow 
the king and the es tabl ished government of England. 
, , , SBODND SIGHT PBDCESSION 
187. OWBN (W J B). "Second s ight procession" in Wordsworth's 
London. Notes and Queries, lb ,2 ; Feb, 1969; 49-50. 
The Second s ight procession in the prelude refers to 
a passage in James Clarke ' s survey of the lakes of cumber-
land, Westmorland and lancash i re . Wordsworth also refferred 
to t h i s appari t ion i s An Evening Walk. 
lOO 
PRSLUDE STRQGTURE AND ?TEANTNG 
188. IIDHKAN ( J o e l ) . S t r u c t u r e and meaning In the p r e l u d e , book 
Y. PMLil. 87 ,2 ; Mar, 1972; 246-54. 
Although most c r i t i c s have registered disappointment 
with book V, reading i t in the l i g h t of the educational 
theory of wordsworth time reveals tha t he made a supremely 
unified and s ign i f i can t poetic s tatement. He believed that 
freedom and spontare i ty were the sources of the imagination 
and feared that the overt ly manipulative systems of the 
t h e o r i s t s would sever children from those sources . I f the 
chi ld were deprlned of the freedom necessary for imaginative 
growth, human cu l tu re would wither and d i e . Wordsworth took 
a stand against what he thought was an over whelming contem-
porary e v i l . I f we read the book in i t s proper i n t e l l e c t u a l 
context , the s t ruc tu ra l aasd conceptafil i n t eg r i t y tha t pre-
vious c r i t i c s have missed becomes apparent , 
, Influence of. BBATTIB; OTNSTREL 
189. tOUNTHSB (Thomas J ) . Wordsworth and b e a t t i e ' s mins t re l . 
South i t l a n t l c Quarterly. 69, 2; sp, 1970; 257-63. 
B e a t t i e ' s poem Influenced Wordsworth's thought and 
provided three major themes for the l a t t e r ' s ^ba t ry , the 
explanation of evi l in a world that I s good Wordsworth's 
be l ie f In necessi ty and h i s i n t e r e s t in the reconci l ia t ion 
of oppos l tes . 
, Influence of 1X)IDTHY 
190. HBARN (Ronald B). Notes on Wordsworth's method of composition, 
I l l i n o i s Quarter ly. 34,3; Apr, 1972; 42-7. 
Comparison of Wordsworth's poem a night - piece (1793) 
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with en t r i e s In Dorothy's journals for Jan. 25 and 31, 1799, 
offers evidence of h i s feor^rowing from the desc r ip t ions . His 
poem lacks the precision and c l a r i t y of Dorothy's prose, 
but he expands her descr ipt ion df the January sky to snow 
i t s psychological effect on the t r a v e l e r . His poem the beggers 
with Dorothy's descr ip t ion of an encounter with a vagrant 
mother and ch i ldren . He uses some of Dorothy's pharases and 
desc r ip t ive d e t a i l and c rea t s a deligftful ce lebra t ion of the 
joy of l lving by blending moods of seriousness and joy, 
, influence of IDGKE 
191. WILL3Y (Bas i l ) , Wordsworth and the locke t r a d i t i o n , c r i t i c s 
on Wordsworth ; Readings in l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i em ,12; 1973; 
:>b-9. 
Wordsworth was the kind ofpoet who could only have 
have appeared a t the and*.of the eighteenth century , when 
my thologies were exploded, Wordsworth constructed out of 
h i s experiences was a bel ief in the capacity or the mind 
to co-operate with t h i s ac t ive universe , ce r t a in memories 
are the hiding places of man's power memories tha t l e , of 
former successful exertions of imaginative s t r eng th , 
, LilTBR POETRY 
192, GRAYIL (Richard).Wordsworth's l a s t r e t r e a t , Charles lamb 
Bul le t in . 43>'1983; 54-67. 
Various reasons have been advanced for wordswortb's 
poetic dec l i ne , but home a t Grasmere, with i t s p a r t i a l 
an t i c ipa t ions of the excursion, suggest tha t the withdrawal 
from the world c r i t i c i s e d in peele Cast le fnay have been 
c r u c i a l . In a br ief vigorous moment the convention of 
c in t r a perhaps r eca l l s lamb's 1801 l e t t e r . 
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, LBBCH IDR 
193. iSSICK (Robert N). Wordsworth and leech lo r . Vords-
worth c i r c l e* 12,2; 1981; 99-102. 
An examination or leech lo re proves t ha t Wordsworth's 
choice of the leech gathene as his hero was intended to ref-
l e c t h i s fears that h i s poetic dependence on childhood 
meoaory was exhausting h i s ImaginatilFe resources . Like the 
Leech gather,wordsworth the successful poetic-hufiter" Is 
dra ined. 
, LSTTBRS to DOiDTHY WDHDSWDRTH 
194. OWJSN (W J B). Le t te rs of William and Dorothy Wordsworth. 
Review of Bnglisla Studies ; A Quarterly .loumal of Bniglish 
l i t e r a t u r e and the engllsh language. 36. 141; Feb. 1985; io3-3 . 
Professor H i l l ' s new volume maintians the f ine achieve-
ment of i t s predecessor. He presents about 200 l e t t e r s , and 
f i l l s out many t e x t s . I t does not much enhance our knowledge 
of Wordsworth to learn that he dined a t s t . John ' s col lege in 
April 1935. In both new and old l e t t e r s , are the health of 
Dorothy wo rdsworth. I t accounts for some errors in wo rdsworth's 
t r a n s l a t i o n s of ch i ab re ra ' s ep i taphs . An occasional refrence 
to my pr in t ing t h i r t y years ago, of l e t t e r s from longnan to 
Wordsworth might have been useful . 
, tsL MARY WDRDSWOOTH 
195. WDHDSVyORIH (Jonathan). Review of my dearest love : Let ters 
of William and Mary Wordsworth, Wordsworth Ci rc le . 
12,4; 1981; 273-5. 
The publicat ion of t h i s book c rea t s a new wo rdsworth, 
l u l l of passion and tenderness , far from his previous stuffy 
iiiages. These t e l l e r s add s igni f icant background to the poets 
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r e l a t i o n s h i p s with Mary andDorothy, and Annette Vallon 
as w e l l , p a r t i c u l a r l y t h r t r i a n g l e o r wi fe , s i s t e r and 
p o e t . 
, LSPTfiRS to THOiaS GLARKSDN 
196. TiSTliSAULT (Ronald) . Wordsworth on enthusiasm : A new l e t t e r 
to thomas c la rkson on t h e s l ave ry q u e s t i o n , Modern ph i lo logy . 
75 , 1; 1977; 53-8. 
Wordsworth d i s t r u s t e d c l a r k s o n ' s e n t h u s i a s t i c f e rvo r 
In b i s campaigns a g a i n s t s s l a v e r y wordswortb 's rep ly of 
march 20, 1824, to c l a r k s o n ' s p e t i t i o n f a r he lp in c i r c u -
l a t i n g a n t i s l a v e r y papers i s o v e r t l y cond ia l but c o v e r t l y 
unsympathe t ic . Fear ing t h e excesses of r evo lu t i on and 
i n s u r r e c t i o n , wordsworth p r e f e r r e d to l e ave t h e a b o l i t i o n 
problem "to t h e d i s c r e t i o n of government ." 
, LYRIGAI BALLADS, CHITICISN 
197. GHUTTWSLL ( P a t r i c k ) . Wordsworth, t he pub l i c and the people . 
C r i t i c s on wordsworth ; Readings in l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m . 1973; 
40-46 . : 
In 1.807 Wordsworth publ ished a two volume c o l l e c t i o n 
of h i s poems. "Lyr i ca l B a l l a d s " , much of b i s bes t work i s 
in i t - r e s o l u t i o n and Independence, h i s work l i k e , ;the 
sonnets on 'west mins te r Br idge ' and 'The world i s too much 
with u s ' and ' I m m o r t a l i t y . Wordsworth found - much h e a r t 
s e a r c h i n g , some s e l f d e c e p t i o n , and not a l i t t l e p l a i n 
nonsense . 
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_, MENTAL 
TRAVfiLLEa 
198, ICRSAY ( S o g e r ) . Wordsworth : The roaat i t lc poet as i iental 
t r a v e l l e r . Wisconsin s t u d i e s in l i t e r a t u r e i l No,4; 1967; 
66-74 . 
Wordsworth's two c entra l p r e o c c u p a t i o n s , t h e l i i e 
o±* the mind and t r a v e l , have long been apparent to readers 
of t he pre lude but have not been adequa te ly noted in l y r i -
c a l b a l l a d s because ol" f a i l u r e to r e l a t e them to two l a t e 
18th cen tu ry l i t e r a r y development. 
. , LYRICS, CHARACTBHIZiTIONS 
199. LANGBiUM ( R o b e r t ) . Wordsworth's l y r i c a l c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n s . 
S tud ies in Bomant ic ism.21. 3; 1982; 319-59. 
Wordsworth i s more success fu l in l y r i c a l than in 
dramatic c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n . He s l i g h t s e x t e r n a l d e t a i l s 
and s t r e s s e s q u a l i t y of sou l o r imag ina t ion . Charac te r i s 
p resen ted more through v i s u a l impression than through 
ac t ion or d i a l o g u e . His most e f f e c t i v e c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n 
a re s o l i t a r i e s which he can blend with l a n d s c a p e . 
. DISLIBERATB HOLIDAY 
200. BAKSR ( J e f f r e y ) . " D e l i b e r a t e Holiday" : Wordsworth's 
d o c t r i n e of t h e n e c e s s i t y of i d l e n e s s . C r i t i c i s m . 13 ,3 ; 
Sum,1971; 242-64. 
Wordsworth p r a i s e d i d l e n e s s but n o t f o r everybody 
in Michael and the Ruined c o t t a g e he advoca tes indus t ry 
to those f e e l i n g f r u s t r a t e d by a c c i d e n t a l i d l e n e s s . In 
c o n t r a s t , i l l u m i n a t i n g moments fo l low d e l i b e r a t e d ho l iday 
f o r the poet who exper iences a t r ans fo rma t ion or b l i s s 
in an apparen t " a r i s t o c r a c y of mysticism and moral i n s i g h t 
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GRAGS DARLING 
2 0 1 . YANN (J Don). P u b l i c a t i o n of Wordsworth's grace d a r l i n g . 
Notes and Quer ies . 2 5 , 3 ; June,1978; 2 2 % 5 . 
U n t i l l now, i t was thought t h a t t h i s poem had been 
a v a i l a b l e only to a l i m i t e d audience u n t i l l t he 1845 
e d i t i o n of Wordsworth's poems. Actual ly the Kentish o b s e r -
ver ( can t e rbu ry ) ob ta ined a copy and p r i n t e d i t on Apr. 6 , 
1843; s i x London newspapers r ep r in t ed i t s h o r t l y t h e r e a f t e r 
f i ve of then with the same p r e f a c t o r y pa rag raph . 
3UINBD CJOTTAGS STYlTSTTu f^ 
EYALUTION 
202. AUSTIN (Timothy R). S t y l i s t i c eva lu t ion in Wordsworth's 
poetry : Evidence from Emendations. Language & S t y l e . 
12 ,3 ; 1979; 176-86. 
Wordsworth undertook many minor r e v i s i o n s to p repa re 
e a r l i e r compos i t ions , 'The ruined c o t t a g e ' for subsequent 
p u b l i c a t i o n in book I of the e x c u r s i o n . Under r i go rous 
l i n g u i s t i c s c r u t i n y t h e s e emendations a r e seen to be 
d i r e c t e d by a c l e a r governing p r i n c i p l e - towards 
s u b t l e muting of passage in which elements of t h e 
n a t u r a l scene a r e imbued a g a n t i v e and almost human 
powers and towards the impl ic t i n t r o d u c t i o n i n t o the 
poetry ,whenever p o s s i b l e of t h e person of t h e p o e t , 
through c o r e f u l l i n g u i s t i c man ipu la t ion . 
, ///TTH THE SWEET BIHDS GABDLING 
2 0 3 . mJCWfiLL ( J C) . White doe of r y l i s t o n e , 1589.Queries and 
No te s . l 6 ,2 ;Peb ,1969 ; 4 9 . 
•With t h e sweet b i r d s c a r o l i n g " has t h e p l u r a l 
"Bi rds" i s de s e l i n cou r t & D a r b i s h i r e ' s e d i t i o n of 
Wo rd swo r t h . 
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ODSS, ALASTER 
204. KBAOH (Wi l l i am) . Obs t i na t e ques t i ons : The immor ta l i ty ode 
and a l a s t e r , Wordsworth c i r c l e . 1 2 , 1 ; 1931; 36-44. 
Schoes o t t he ode in a l a s t e r a re j u s t as s i g n i f i c a n t 
as t hose in the e x c u r s i o n . Three or the four main echoes 
appear in t h e a l a s t e r n a r r a t o r ' s r e f l e c t i o n s on t h e na tu re 
01 poe t ry and on h i s c a r r e e r as u p o e t . The c l o s i n g l i n e s 
of t h e two works a r e a l so s i m i l a r in t h e i r wording as well 
a s t h e i r express ions of extreme sorrow . 
, , compared with TENNYSON MB>'DRIiiM 
205. NIEMBIBa ( S t u a r t P G). Memoriam and the excurs ion : A 
mat ter of comparison. Yic to r i am N e w s l e t t e r . No.41; 
sp,1972; 2 0 - 2 . 
Tennyson's poem and wprdswor th ' s were in tended to 
inver ted t h e i r age in r e l a t i o n to the powers of man, l o v e , 
moral wor th , t he growth of knowledge, t h e n e c e s s i t y of 
r eve rence , problems of f a i t h , immor ta l i t y , man's d i v i n i t y , 
and human p r o g r e s s . They dea l with the t e n s i o n s and c o n t r a -
d i t i o n s of l i f e and a r e expres s ions of emotion. 
, , G3ITICISM, LYRICAL DRAMA 
206. CHRIBNSBN ( Je rome) . "Thoughts t h a t do often l i e too 
deep for t e a r s . " Towards a romantic concept of l y r i c a l 
drama. ' • Wordsworth c i r c l e . 1 2 , 1 ; 1931;" 52-64. 
In t h i s l i n e , wordsworth i s not r e s ign ing the l y r i c 
in favour of t ragedy but r e t r e a t i n g from t ragedy towards 
the l y r i c drama. In the imraortai t jy ode , wordsworth works 
through t r agedy to go beyond i t e s p e c i a l l y in h i s handl ing 
of parent and c h i l d r e l a t i o n s . The concept of a l y r i c a l 
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drama i s t h e concept of a lorm which cont l r jua l ly a b o l i s h e s 
and r e c r e a t e s i t s own r u l e s . 
, ODES, IMM)HALITY 
207. ii&GBNSGHWILBB (Dav id ) . Wordsworth's d isco rdla d isco r s . 
S t u d i e s in romanticism. 8 ,2 ; Win,1969; 78 -94 . 
The " i n c o n s t a n t " s t y l e of wordswor th ' s poems i s 
neces sa ry to h i s poe t ry of "mental a c t i v i t i e s , "The " incong-
r u i t y " of the farm of r e s o l u t i o n and independing r e c r e a t s 
t h e s p e a k e r ' s exper iences of c o n f l i c t i n g forms of indepe-
ndence. In i n t i m a t i o n s of immoratal. t ty the d i s c o r d a n t 
s t y l e r e f l e c t s Wordsworth's anb iva l eoce toward t h e l i t e r a l 
s i x year old c h i l d of s tanza 7 and t h e symbolic c h i l d 
ph i losopher of s t a n z a s . 
208 . aOBINSON ( J e f f r e y ) . Immoral i ty ode : L ione l T r i l l i n g and 
Helen Vendle r . ' Wordsworth C i r c l e . 1 2 , 1 ; 1931; 64-70 . 
Helen Vend le r ' s essay on t h e ode i s c o n t r a s t to 
t r i l l i n g s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , o v e r s i m p l i f i e s t h e p o e t ' s very 
r e a l s t r u g g l e s with " d e s i r e and Imaginat ion i n s t i n c t and 
r e l i g i o n , p a r t i c i p a t i o n and p e r s p e c t i v e , chi ldhood and 
adu l thood , " The ode does no t as vend le r s u g g e s t s argue 
a cu re or s o l u t i o n fo r the problem i t p r e s e n t s , but 
r a t h e r c o n t i n u e s to examine the problem of adjus tment 
to r e a l i t y , of d e s i r e which i s a t f i r s t innocent but 
r ap id ly grows i n t o t r agedy . 
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209. ELLIS (Patr ick P S C) . Wordsworth's ode : Int imations of 
immortality and the I t a l i a n sonnet, CBA C r i t i c . 
54,3;Mar, 1972;26-9 . 
Rhyme pa t te rn of t h i s work consis t of a va r i e ty 
of subtle va r i a t ions upon the rhyme s t ruc tu re of the Tta, 
l i an sonnet. At the poem's mo6t intense l eve l s of meaning 
the suggestion of an expanded sQnnet i s most no t i ceab le . 
For eccample, stanza th ree , f ive and seven are c loser to 
the I t a l i a n sonnet than are the intervening c tanzas . Sta-
nza ten barely suggests the sonnet form, but the concluding 
stanza is quite regular both in l i n e length and rhyme 
scheme, thus s t r e s s ing the importance of the romantic 
csedo with which the poem ends. 
210. MA&NUSON (Paul) . Genesis of Wordsworth's ode. Words-
worth C i r c l e . 12,1; 1981; 25-30. 
The origin oi the ode on immortality i s best revealed 
by studying i t s compositional s ty l e as closely as poss ible 
in the t ex t s or 1802 and 1804. The work wordsworth was 
doing at the time proves tha t moods of joy donot l a s t . 
Wordsworth chose a form tha t could incorporate abrupt t r an-
s i t ion, fragments and s ingleness . 
211. PIPKIN (James W). Wordsworth's immortality ode and the 
myth of the f a l l . Renoscence. 30, 2; 1979; 91-8 . 
Most s tud ies of . the immortality ode focus on the 
poem's platonism, but the work can be approached as a 
secular iza t ion of b i b l i c a l myth. Important images re f lec t 
the most basic elements in the t r a d i t i o n a l theological 
concept or the f a l l . The myth o f ' t h e f a l l and paradise 
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regained provided wordsworth with a so l id s t r u c t u r e , 
one which he modified to I ' i t h i s pe r sona l exper ience as 
r e l a t e d in t h e o d e . 
, , , G ATTICISM 
CHILDHOOD 
212. AL^ ( K i n g ) . Two ch i ldhoods in the imiaor ta l i ty ode . 
C r i t i c s on wordsworth ; Readings in l i t e r a r y C r i t i c i s m . 
1973; 9 3 - 1 0 1 . 
Wordsworth's f e e l i n g fo r chi ldhood as a s t a t e of 
grace ,and i t s r e l a t i o n to the n a t u r e v i s i o n of aan i s t he 
• Immorla l i ty o d e ' , myster ious n a t u r e of i n v i s i b l e c h i l d -
hood t h a t wordsworth ' i n v e n t e d ' t he myth of p re - e x i s -
t a n c e . He i s a man who as a n a t u r e a r t i s t f e l t comp'e3.1ed 
to speak to us through the mask of the c h i l d . All c r e a t i v e 
minds a r e t o i l i n g a l l t h e i r l i v e s to r ed i s cove r , no t with 
the shal low innocence of a c h i l d but with t h e p a s s i o n , 
knowledge, and love t h a t i s p o s s i b l e to a n a t u r e mind. 
, ,SIMPIDN PASS 
213 . BHINKLBY (Robert i ) . I n c i d e n t on the simplon pass : X 
note on wordsworth 's r e v i s i o n s , r - wordsworth C i r c l e . 
12,2; 1981; 122-5. " 
Radical d i f f e r e n c e s between t h e exper i ence in the 
1805 e d i t i o n and t h a t in the 1850 e d i t i o n answer ba s i c 
q u e s t i o n s about the p r o c e s s of composi t ion and the 
p r o c e s s of s e l f r e v e l a t i o n . What t h e 1805 e d i t i o n sugg-
e s t s which i s obscursed by the 1850 e d i t i o n i s t h a t t he 
fading of meojory i s a man i fe s t a t ion of p re sen t power. 
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PAflDDX, NOSE DHDP 
214. lO^gNSON ( R o b e r t ) . Nose - drop : A parody of wordsworth. 
Wordsworth C i r c l e . 2 , 3 ; sum, 1971; 91-100. 
A p r e v i o u s l y unknown parody of wordsworth, ' t h e 
nose d r o p ' appeared In 1821 In the academic and fol lows 
the usua l parody format of p re face e d i t o r s n o t e and v e r -
ses i m i t a t i v e o r . t h e s t y l e and s i t u a t i o n found In many 
of Wordsworth's poems. The e d i t o r s note proposes to 
exp la in c i rcumstances surrounding t h e death of words-
w o r t h ' s . He used In t h e ' I d i o t by ' and ' p e t e r B e l l . The 
s i t u a t i o n I s s i m i l a r to t h a t of r e s o l u t i o n and Independence, 
, PHANTOM OP DBLIGfHT 
215. STURHOGK ( J ) . Wordsworth's phantom of d e l i g h t and the 
development of t h e Imag ina t ion . Colby l i b r a r y Q u a r t e r l y . 
14 ,4 ; 1978; 213-20. 
Wordsworth's poem r e v e a l s h i s I n s i g h t In to the 
growth of t h e Imagination : I t I s pae t or t he p a t t e r n In 
h i s major poems of a t t e m p t i n g to unders tand t h e continuum 
of e x p e r i e n c e . 
. HEVISIONS 
216. GUBTIS(Jared). Wel les ley copy of Wordsworth's p o e t i c a l 
works . Harvard L ib ra ry B u l l e t i n . 2 8 , 1 ; 1980; 5-15. 
Wordsworth's ex t ens ive r e v i s i o n s to many or h i s 
o lde r poems r o r the new e d i t i o n one revealed in a copy 
of h i s p o e t i c a l works which i s in the w e l l e s l e y c o l l a g e 
l i b r a r y . The volumes were rebound in 1393 by R.Rlvere 
and sons appa ren t ly rrom l o o s e untrimmed g a t h e r i n g s 
from more t h a t one s o u r c e . The changes a r e c e r t a i n l y 
Wordsworth's own and not h i s p r i n t e r s . 
I l l 
ro le in EMiaONMBNT 
217. KAUPI4AN (Wal l ace ) . Revolut ion ,environment and p o e t r y . 
Soutb A t l a n t i c Q u a r t e r l y . 17, 2; sp , 1972; 137-48. 
Crea t ion oX a new and use fu l s e l f - c o n c e p t i o n , 
which w i l l s e rve as a du rab le p a t t e r n fo r human behavior 
and s u r v i v a l , can be achieved today only in t h e a r t s . 
Since the i n d u s t r i a l r e v o l u t i o n , western man has come 
in to a world l ack ing a n a t u r a l c o n t e x t , Wordsworth's 
poe t ry o f i e r s tnodem man a h o l i s t i c c o n c e p t i o n , a sense 
or un i ty between man and h i s n a t u r a l environment . 
, SAIIDH'S M)THBR .CRITICISM 
218. HjjIBMAN ( J u d i t h B ) . Roman matron with t h e bi rd cage : A 
no te on t h e s a i l o r ' s mother, Wordsworth c i r c l e . 6 , 4; 
i u t , 1975; 302. 
Wordsworth's r e r r e n c e in t h i s work to a roman 
matron and a c a p t i n e bird may have o r i g i n a t e d from a 
r e l e r e n c e i s a l e t t e r p lu t a r ch wrote conso l ing h i s wife 
on t h e i r d a u g h t e r ' s d e a t h . Like Plu tarch ,wordswor th may 
be p o i n t i n g to an a n c i e n t b e l i e f about t h e s o u l ' s l i f e 
t h a t t h e s a i l o r ' s mother c a r r i e d on. 
,S0NNi3TS, CRITICISM,CHURCH HISTORY 
219 . GrAT^ (Barbara T ) . Wordsworth's mi r ro r of mora l i t y : D i s -
t o r t i o n s of church h i s t o r y . • J»t>rdsworth c i r c l e . 12 ,2; 
1981; 129-32. 
The e c c l e s i a s t i c a l sonnets d i s t o r t church h i s t o r y 
in i n t e n t i o n , obscur ing the c h u r c h ' s Roman o r i g i n s and 
choss ing an i n a p p r o p r i a t e c e n t r a l metaphor, t h e s t ream 
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or time. Wordswocth never succeeded In wri t ing a sonnet 
sequence which would be both h i s t o r i c a l l y and s p i r i t u a l l y 
sa t i s fy ing , instead be made the sequence a h is tory of 
his own mind. 
, , KiaRBNT AT THE DEVIL'S BRIDGE 
220. HABIMAN (Geoffrey H). Blessing the to r ren t ; On Words-
worth's l a t e r s t y l e . Publ icat ions of'lthe Vhder-n Lang-
uage Association of imerioa;^ 93.2: 1978; 196-204. 
The Sonnet to the 'Torrent a t the Devi l ' s Bridge' , 
'North w a l e s ' , 1924 typ i f i e s wordsworth's poetic process 
in b is l a t e r poeras. Such c l i ches as the opening "How 
ar t thou named ?* and the s e s t e t ' s "in l i f e ' s mom" 
seem a reversion to poetic d i c t i on . Wordsworth of impre-
ssions of h is youth and beyond tha t of generalized human 
experience, he balances the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of naming and 
being unable to name of bless ing and cursing as he s t r i ve s 
to capture the to r r en t in s t a t i c words. 
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